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1 Introduction

1.1 Description of the contents
This is the operating instruction manual of the Hilscher netFIELD Portal.
Here you will find descriptions of the user interfaces, functions and
parameters of the portal’s management applications (like e.g. the Device
Manager). 
This document also features instructions on how to perform typical end-
user tasks in the portal.

1.2 List of revisions
Index Date Author Revision
1 08-11-2022 MKE Draft 9 created

Table 1: List of revisions
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1.3 Conventions in this document
Notes, operation instructions and results of operation steps are marked as
follows:

Notes

Important:
<important note>

Note:
<simple note>

<note, where to find further information>

Operation instructions

1. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

2. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

Results

 <intermediate result>

 <final result>
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2 Typical tasks

2.1 How to register and “approve” new user

2.1.1 Registration via Sign-Up
Ø To register as a new user in the netFIELD Portal via Sign-Up function,

click the Get Started button on the start page of the netFIELD Portal.
Ê The Sign-Up form opens:

Figure 1: Sign-Up form

Note:
The fields marked with a red star are mandatory. Note also that the
email address you provide here will be your future netFIELD Portal
username.

Ø Fill in the form, then click Sign Up button.
Ê The Portal will first send you an email in order to verify your address.

Once the verification has been completed and your account has been
activated by the administrator, you will receive a message to this effect,
and can then login to the Edge Portal.
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Assignment of new user to a certain organization

Please note the following: The sign-up function assigns the new user
automatically to the organization or sub-organization whose “Organization
ID” is specified in the URL. By default, this is the “base organization” with
the ID = 1 (oId=1):

Figure 2: Organization ID in the URL

If you do not want the new user to be assigned to the base organization,
but to a specific sub-organization or even to a different tenant, you must
enter its organization ID as the last number into the URL; e.g. oId=86
instead of oId=1.

You can find out the ID of an organization/sub-organization by selecting the
organization in the Organisation Explorer of the Organisation Manager.
The ID is displayed on the info page of the organization:

Figure 3: Show Organization-ID in Organisation Manager
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Procedure of “typical” registration process

The following flow chart shows the sequence of the registration process
using the Sign-Up-function of the netFIELD Portal.

Figure 4: Flow chart: Registration and clearing of new user via Sign Up
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2.1.2 Registration by administrator (without Sign-Up)
The following flow chart shows the sequence of an “internal” registration
process initiated by the System Administrator of the netFIELD Portal (or by
a user with permissions to “viewOrganisations”, “createUsers” and
“updateUsers”), without the new user having to fill-in the Sign-Up form.

Registration by email verification

Figure 5: Create user internally with email verification
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Registration without email verification

Alternatively, the administrator can directly unlock the new user without
prior email address verification:

Figure 6: Create user internally without email verification
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2.2 Register a device in the netFIELD Portal ("onboarding")

2.2.1 Overview
This section describes how to register a Hilscher Edge Device in the
netFIELD Portal. Here, the netFIELD Connect (NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE/
NFLD) is used as example device.

Before a device can be managed by the netFIELD Portal, it must first
complete a one-time registration process, called “onboarding”. This
onboarding is initialized by the device itself. There are three different
onboarding methods: Zero-Touch, Basic and Advanced.

With the Zero-Touch method, the device registers itself automatically in the
Portal after having been put into operation. Note that this method is
implemented only in certain customer-specific Edge Device models.

With the Basic and Advanced methods, you must start the registration
process by locally entering authentication data in the local Device Manager
of the Edge Device; i.e. you need local access to the device.

With the Basic method, you simply need to enter your netFIELD Portal
login credentials in the local Device Manager of the Edge Device (if your
user “role” entails permissions to “onboard” and “create” devices).

With the Advanced method (which allows onboarding in separate
instances of the netFIELD Portal), you must enter an Activation Code,
an API Key and an API End-Point URL in the local Device Manager of
the Edge Device. You must research (respectively create) these
parameters in the netFIELD Portal beforehand, then insert them in the local
Device Manager via clipboard (“copy and paste”). For the Advanced
method, you therefore ideally need simultaneous access to the Portal and
the device in order to be able to copy the data from the Portal conveniently
into the corresponding fields of the local Device Manager.

The following sections contain step-by-step instructions for the Basic and
Advanced onboarding methods.

For a description of how to establish a local connection to your
Edge Device, see the user manual of the device.
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2.2.2 Onboarding using the “Basic” method
Ø Establish a local connection to your device, and login to the local

Device Manager. (For instructions, see the user manual of the device.)
Ø In the local Device Manager, choose Onboarding link from the

navigation panel.
Ê The Onboarding page opens:

Figure 7: “Basic” onboarding screen in local Device Manager

Ø Open the Basic tab.
Ø In the Environment drop-down list, select the netFIELD Portal

environment that you are using. Usually, this would be the Production
environment.

Ø In the Device Name field, enter the name under which the device shall
be displayed in the netFIELD Portal.

Ø In the E-Mail and Password fields, enter the credentials of a user of the
Portal who possesses createDevices and onboardedDevices
permissions.

Note:
With these credentials (and the associated permissions), the device
authenticates itself during onboarding in the netFIELD Portal and is
automatically assigned to the organization or sub-organization of
the user.

Ø In case your organization has a “Deployment Manifest” that you want to
use for this device, select the Use Manifest option.

Note:
The deployment manifest causes certain software containers
defined in the manifest to be automatically installed on your device.
(For further information on deployment manifests, see section
Deployment Manifest [} page 69])

Ø Click Onboard button, to start the onboarding process.
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ð The device connects to the Portal, is registered there and assigned to
your organization or sub-organization. 
If the process has been successful, the following message appears:
Success – Device is now onboarded.
From now on, the device will be listed and can be managed in the
Device Manager of the netFIELD Portal.

Note:
If the message “Something went wrong – Device has already been
created” appears, the device already exists in the Device Manager
of the Portal.
There can be two reasons for this:
The device used to be onboarded before (e.g. running on an “old”
firmware before its firmware was updated or recovered) or it has
been recently added in the Portal for the “Advanced” onboarding
method (see section Add new device (only for “Advanced”
onboarding) [} page 37]).
In this case, simply delete the device in the Portal and start the
“Basic” onboarding procedure here again.
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2.2.3 Onboarding using the “Advanced” method

Requirements
· You have established a connection to the local Device Manager of the

Edge Device and are logged in. (For instructions, see the user manual
of your device.)

· You are logged in at the netFIELD Portal.
· You possess the following rights: createDevices,

onboardedDevices and getKeys.

Step-by-step instructions
1. Copy Hardware ID.

Ø In the local Device Manager of the Edge Device, choose Onboarding
link from the navigation panel, then open Advanced tab:

Figure 8: Research Hardware ID

Ø Select the Hardware ID and copy the string to your clipboard.
Ø Open a new tab in your browser and change to the netFIELD Portal, but

do not close the connection to the local Device Manager of your Edge
Device in your first browser tab.
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2. Add the device in the netFIELD Portal and create Activation Code.
Ø On the start page (Manage your devices) of the Device Manager of

the netFIELD Portal, select + Add button.
Ê The Add Device mask opens:

Figure 9: Add device mask

Ø Copy the device’s hardware ID from your clipboard into the Hardware
ID field.

Ø In the Name field, enter a name for the Edge Device.
Ê The following settings (Time to live and Use https proxy settings) are

optional.

Note:
If your device shall (or must) use an HTTP, HTTPS or FTP proxy
server in its local IT network, you must configure the corresponding
proxy server parameters in the local Device Manager of your
device (for information on this, please refer to the user manual of
your device).
The proxy settings that you make here in the portal ensure that the
containers that you deploy on the device automatically receive the
same settings and can use them for their own communication.
You should try to keep the local proxy server settings of your device
identical to the settings stored here in the portal. If you change the
settings locally on your device, you can use the Synchronize
function to automatically update the settings in the portal (for more
information on the Synchronize function, see also the user manual
for your device).
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Element/
Parameter

Description

Time to live -
Seconds

This is a property of the “IoT Edge hub” container on your device: 
If you intend to use Microsoft Edge Modules and Routes for your
device (see section Device Navigation: Routes [} page 65]), you can
set here the amount of time (in seconds) that a message can wait to be
delivered before it expires. The default for Hilscher Edge Devices is
120 seconds.

Use https proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTPS Proxy server in its
local IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Https Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTPS Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTPS://192.168.20.122:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication.
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
Use http proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTP Proxy server in its local
IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Http Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTP Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTP://192.168.20.123:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
No Proxy Enter here destinations for which the above-defined Proxy servers are

not to be used. You can define several destinations to be excluded,
separated by comma, e.g.:
intranet.consor.de,consor.de,10.15.22.12,srv.consor.de
:880

Note: Do not use blank spaces between the entries.
Table 2: Options in Add device mask

Ø Click Save button.
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Ê The mask closes, and the Overview page of the newly created device
opens, showing the Activation Code that you will have to enter locally
in your Edge Device:

Figure 10: Activation Code

Ø Copy the Activation Code to your clipboard.
3. Enter onboarding parameters in local Device Manager.

Ø Go back to the Onboarding > Advanced page in the local Device
Manager of the Edge Device.

Figure 11: Advanced Onboarding tab in device

Ø In the API Endpoint field, enter the URL of the REST-API interface of
the Portal.
For the Hilscher netFIELD Portal, this is: api.netfield.io
If you are using a different instance of the Portal, ask your portal’s
system administrator for the URL.
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Ø In the API KEY field, enter an API Key that possesses the right to
onboard devices. (See Side note: How to copy an API Key for
onboarding below).

Ø Copy the activation code (which you have created in step 2) into the
Activation Code field.

Ø In case your organization has a “Deployment Manifest” that you want to
use with your device, select the Use Manifest option.

Note:
The deployment manifest causes certain software containers
defined in the manifest to be automatically installed on your device.
(For further information on deployment manifests, see section
Deployment Manifest [} page 69])

Ø Click Onboard button, to start the onboarding process.
ð The device connects to the netFIELD Portal and is registered there. If

the process has been successful, the following message appears:
Success – Device is now onboarded.

Side note: How to copy an API Key for onboarding

For onboarding by "Advanced" method, you need an API Key, which you
can copy to your clipboard in the API Key Manager of the Portal and then
paste into the local Device Manager of the Edge Device during onboarding.
The key must have the permission (i.e. Security Level all, org+ch or org)
for the onboardedDevices function of the devices resource of your
organization. 
You can use an already existing API key (which was created by the system
administrator, for example) or create a new API key yourself.
For information on how to create a new API Key, see section Create/edit
API key [} page 117].

API Keys are administered in the API Key Manager of the netFIELD Portal.
For accessing existing keys in the API Key Manager, you must at least
have the permission to use the getKeys function of the keys resource. For
creating a new key, you must have the permission to use the createKeys
function of the keys resource.
Ø Open the API Key Manager of the netFIELD Portal.
Ø On the start page (Manage your API Keys), select from the list a key

that allows the onboardedDevices function of the devices resource.
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Ø To find out the permissions of an API Key, click on the key in the list or

select the corresponding  button, then open its Permissions tab:

Figure 12: Example of an API Key permitting to onboard devices

Ø To copy the API Key in order to use it in the local Device Manager of
the Edge Device for the advanced onboarding process, change into the
General tab.

Ø In the General tab, click  icon to copy the key to your clipboard:

Figure 13: Copy key to clipboard

Ø Go to the Onboarding > Advanced page in the local Device Manager
of the Edge Device and insert the key into the API KEY field.
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2.2.4 Offboarding
If you no longer want to use your device in the netFIELD Portal, you can
"offboard" it again on the Onboarding page in the local Device Manager of
the Edge Device. The device will be "deleted" in the netFIELD Portal and
removed from the device list of the Portal’s Device Manager.

Offboarding using the “Basic” method

Figure 14: Offboarding “Basic”

Ø In the E-Mail and Password fields, enter the credentials of a user of the
Portal who possesses deleteDevices and offboardedDevices
permissions.

Ø Click Offboard button.
Ê After successful offboarding, the following message appears: Success

– Device is now deleted.
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Offboarding using “Advanced” method

Figure 15: Offboarding “Advanced”

Ø In the API KEY field, enter an API Key that possesses the right to
offboard devices. I.e. this key must have Security Level all, org+ch
or org for the deleteDevices and offboardedDevices functions
of the devices resource.

Ø Click Offboard button.
ð After successful offboarding, the following message appears: Success

– Device is now deleted.
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2.3 Deploying containers on your device
This section describes how to deploy (“install”) Docker containers on your
Edge Device.

Note:
This “manual” deployment is only necessary if your desired
containers have not already been deployed via Deployment
Manifest during device onboarding.
Check the Installed Containers tab (Device Manager > [your
device] > DEVICE NAVIGATION > Containers > Installed
Containers) to see if the containers have already been deployed
and are running on the device.

Ø Select your device in the Portal’s Device Manager and open the
Available Containers tab in the DEVICE NAVIGATION (DEVICE
NAVIGATION > Containers > Available Containers).

Figure 16: Available Containers tab

Ø Scroll the list and look for the container that you want to deploy (e.g.
mosquitto).

Ø After you have found your container, click on the container in the list or
click  button.
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Ê The deployment dialog screen of the container opens:

Figure 17: Deploy mosquitto container

Ø In the Overview tab, make the appropriate settings.
We recommend you to keep the preset default settings; i.e. Restart
Policy = Always and Desired Status = Running.

Elements Description
Use device proxy
settings

If your device uses an HTTP or HTTPS proxy server in its local IT
network and your container also communicates via HTTP/HTTPS, you
can choose here that the container should use the same proxy server
settings that are stored for the device in the portal.
A prerequisite for this is that the local proxy server settings of your
device are identical to the settings stored in the portal.
If you change the proxy server settings locally on your device, you can
use the Synchronize function to automatically update the settings in
the portal (please refer to the user manual of your device for more
information on this).
Alternatively, you can update the proxy server settings in the portal
manually on the Update page of your device (see section Device
Navigation: Edit device settings (Update mask) [} page 42]).

Image URI Uniform Resource Identifier of the “registry” of the container image.
Informative field that cannot be changed here.

Restart Policy In the drop-down list, you can determine under which conditions the
container on the device is to be restarted by the system.
Note: We recommend you to keep the default setting (“Always”)
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why it was

deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but not if it

has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
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Elements Description
Desired Status In the drop-down list, you can determine the operating state in which

the container shall be after its deployment.
Note: We recommend you to keep the default setting (“Running”)
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the device
using CLI or by updating the configuration in the
portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e. as
soon as the image has been completely downloaded
to the device).

Table 3: Container settings before deployment

Ø Click  Deploy button.
Ê The container image is downloaded from the cloud to the device and

automatically started on the device. This may take a few minutes.
Ø In the Installed Containers tab, check if the container is in state

“Connected” (indicated by a green dot in the STATUS column). Note,
however, that not all containers support the indication of their
connectivity state.

Figure 18: Deployed container
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Ê If your container provides a “plug-in” dashboard (like e.g. the netFIELD
Proxy and Device Monitoring containers do), the dashboard is displayed
in the DEVICE NAVIGATION under CONTAINERS. Note, however, that
not all containers provide dashboards in the Portal.

Figure 19: Dashboards of containers
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3 netFIELD Toolbar

3.1 Documentation page
You can open a page that lists the currently available netFIELD
documentation by clicking the book symbol  in the toolbar:

Figure 20: netFIELD documentation page

In the left sidebar, you can navigate back to a Manager Module.
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3.2 Notifications
All notifications that have occurred during your session (e.g. error
messages) can be displayed in the Notifications sidebar. You can open
the Notifications sidebar by clicking the bell symbol  in the toolbar:

Figure 21: Notification Sidebar

You can delete all notifications at once by clicking the trash can symbol .

To close the side bar, click the bell symbol  again.
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3.3 User menu
You can open the user menu by clicking the  icon in the toolbar. 
Clicking the Home sub-menu leads you back to the home page of the
netFIELD Portal, where you find an overview of all your apps.

Clicking the Sign Out sub-menu closes your Portal’s session.
Clicking the Profile sub-menu opens your profile page, where you can
change your password and display your permissions and other data (e.g.
address information).

Note:
Please note that you cannot change any data other than your
password in the user profile.
If you want to change other data (such as your email address,
which is also your login username) or if you need additional access
rights to netFIELD Portal’s resources and features, you must
contact your system administrator, who can make these changes in
the Organization Manager.

Open user profile
Ø In the toolbar, click  icon, then choose Profile sub-menu.
Ê Your user profile opens, showing your general (address) data:

Figure 22: User profile
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Change password

Ø To change your password, click  Change Password button.
Ê The CHANGE PASSWORD page opens:

Figure 23: Change password page

Ø In the Current Password field, enter your old password. In the New
Password and Repeat new Password fields, enter your new
password, then click Save button.

The Cancel button allows you to close the form without saving any
changes.
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Show Permissions
Ø To view your access rights to Portal’s resources and features, select the

Permissions tab.

Figure 24: Show access rights in user profile

Parameter Description
ROLES Shows the roles that were assigned to you.
RESOURCE Shows the resources, for which you have permissions.
PERMISSIONS Shows the functions for which you have permissions.
SECURITY LEVEL Shows the organization level for which the function is

permitted.
all Function is permitted for resources

belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch Function is permitted for resources

belonging the user’s own organization and
all subordinate organization (“child”
organizations).

org Function is permitted only for resources
belonging to the user’s own organization.

public Applicable only for containers resources:
Function is permitted only for public
containers.

Table 4: Parameters in Permissions tab

For more information on PERMISSIONS management, see section Create/
edit role [} page 109].
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4 Device Manager

4.1 Brief description
The Device Manager allows you to administer your devices and to
“deploy” (install) software container on your devices.
For certain Hilscher software containers, the Device Manager also provides
dashboards for visualizing process data.

Note:
Your access rights to the Device Manager and its functions depend
on the “roles” that have been assigned to you. This means that
some of the buttons or functions described in this chapter might not
be visible for you. 
If you are the system administrator of your organization or if the
“admin” role has been assigned to you, you will automatically have
unlimited access to all resources and functions of the Device
Manager that are related to your organization.
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4.2 Navigation windows

4.2.1 Organisation Explorer
The Device Manager features an ORGANISATION EXPLORER on the
left, which allows you to select an organization or sub-organization whose
devices, deployment manifests, webhooks, or device groups you want to
manage:

Figure 25: Organisation Explorer in Device Manager

Each organization is marked with the factory symbol .
The Explorer displays all organizations that are subordinate to your root
organization ("Tenant") and for which you have access rights.

Note:
You can use the Search organisation field to search for an
organization (“fuzzy” search for name, city and country of the
organization).

The following functions are also displayed for each organization:
· Deployment Manifest (see section Deployment Manifest [} page 69])
· Webhooks (see section Webhooks [} page 73])
· Device Grouping (see section Device Grouping [} page 76])

Click on one of these functions to open the corresponding pages.
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4.2.2 Device Explorer and Device Navigation
When you select a device on the start page (Manage your devices), two
additional windows are opened: The DEVICE EXPLORER and the DEVICE
NAVIGATION. These windows allow you to quickly navigate within the
application.

In the DEVICE EXPLORER, you can change to other devices of your
organization.
In the DEVICE NAVIGATION, you can open details respectively sub-pages
of an individual device.

Figure 26: Device Explorer and Device Navigation

With the < button in the upper right corner of the windows you can collapse
them again to make room.
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4.3 Start page
The start page (Manage your devices) displays a list of devices that
belong to the organization selected in the Organization Explorer on the
left.
Here you can select an individual device for managing it and for visualizing
user data provided by its software containers (if the deployed software
containers provide a dashboard).

If you want to “onboard” a new device in the Portal using the "Advanced"
method, you can also “add” a new device here and thus generate the
required "Activation Code" (see section Onboarding using the “Advanced”
method [} page 15]).

The start page opens after selecting the Device Manager tile on the home
page of the Portal.

Figure 27: Device Manager start page
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Element Description

 Add Adds a new device and generates the Activation Code, which you
need in order to onboard the device according to the “advanced”
onboarding method (see section Onboarding using the “Advanced”
method [} page 15]).

 View All
Devices / View
Organisation
Devices

By default, the start page shows the devices that belong to your
organization. The View All Devices button allows you to view all
devices for which you have permission to view them. With the View
Organization Devices button, you can reduce the list to the devices
that belong to the organization that you have selected in the
ORGANISATION EXPLORER (and for which you have the permission
to view).
Search here for specific devices (fuzzy search in NAME and
HARDWARE ID fields)

STATUS Shows the connectivity state of the device:

red
Offline - Device is not connected to the Portal

green
Online - Device is connected to the Portal

grey
Not onboarded – Device was added in the portal (for the
“advanced” onboarding method) but has not yet been
onboarded properly.

NAME Name of the device
HARDWARE ID Unique identification number of the device, consisting of article number

and serial number. When using “basic” or “zero touch” method for
onboarding, this ID is automatically transmitted from the device to the
Portal. When using the “advanced” onboarding method, the user must
enter this ID manually.

FIRMWARE
VERSION

Firmware version of the device. Automatically transmitted from the
device to the Portal during onboarding.

ACTION View Device – Opens Overview page showing general
information about the device.
Update Device – Opens a mask in which you can edit general
device information data.
Delete Device – Deletes the device.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 5: Elements on the Device Manager start page

Ø To view more information about a device, click a device in the list or

select  button.
Ø To create a new device and start onboarding it using the "Advanced"

method, click  Add button.
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4.4 Add new device (only for “Advanced” onboarding)

Note:
This function is only relevant to you if you intend to onboard
(“register”) your device in the netFIELD Portal according to the
“Advanced” method (see section Register a device in the netFIELD
Portal ("onboarding") [} page 12]).
If you are using the “Basic” method for onboarding, but have
already “added” a device here (by entering its hardware ID), you will
receive an error message saying “Something went wrong – Device
has already been created” when you try to onboard the device in
the local Device Manager of the Edge Device. 
In this case, either use the “Advanced” onboarding method or delete
the device from the Portal before performing a second “Basic”
onboarding in the local Device Manager of the device.

On the Add Device page, you can add a new device and create the
Activation Code that you need for “onboarding” your device (i.e.
registering your device in the Portal) according to the “Advanced” method.

To open this page, click  Add button on the start page (Manage your
devices).

Figure 28: Add Device
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Note:
If your device shall (or must) use an HTTP, HTTPS or FTP proxy
server in its local IT network, you must configure the corresponding
proxy server parameters in the local Device Manager of your
device (for information on this, please refer to the user manual of
your device).
The proxy settings that you make here in the portal ensure that the
containers that you deploy on the device automatically receive the
same settings and can use them for their own communication.
You should try to keep the local proxy server settings of your device
identical to the settings stored here in the portal. If you change the
settings locally on your device, you can use the Synchronize
function to automatically update the settings in the portal (for more
information on the Synchronize function, see also the user manual
for your device).

Element Description
Hardware ID Enter here the unique identification number of the device

(mandatory). For instructions on how to find the Hardware ID, see
section Onboarding using the “Advanced” method [} page 15].

Name Enter here a name for the device (optional).
Time to live -
Seconds

This is a property of the “IoT Edge hub” container on your device: 
If you intend to use Microsoft Edge Modules and Routes for your
device (see section Device Navigation: Routes [} page 65]), you
can set here the amount of time (in seconds) that a message can
wait to be delivered before it expires. The default for Hilscher Edge
Devices is 120 seconds.

Use https proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTPS Proxy server in its
local IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Https Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTPS Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTPS://192.168.20.122:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
Use http proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTP Proxy server in its
local IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Http Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTP Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTP://192.168.20.123:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
No Proxy Enter here destinations for which the above-defined Proxy servers

are not to be used. You can define several destinations to be
excluded, separated by comma, e.g.:
intranet.consor.de,consor.de,10.15.22.12,srv.consor.
de:880
Note: Do not use blank spaces between the entries.
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Element Description
Save Adds the new device to the list in the portal’s Device Manager and

closes the mask.
The Overview-page of the new device opens, displaying the
Activation Code, which you have to enter in the local Device
Manager of the Edge Device.

Cancel Closes the mask without saving the data.
Table 6: Elements of Add Device mask
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4.5 Device Navigation: Overview
The Overview page provides general information about the selected device
and notifications relating to it. You can also update device information here,
access the local Device Manager via Remote Control and delete the
device in the Portal. If you have deployed the netFIELD Proxy container
you can also restart the netFIELD OS on your device.

To open the Overview page, select the device in the list on the start page
(Manage your devices) or in the Device Explorer; or select the Overview
node in the Device Navigation.

Note:
After adding a new device (see section Add new device (only for
“Advanced” onboarding) [} page 37]), the Overview page opens
automatically, displaying the Activation Code, which you need for
onboarding your device according to the advanced method.

Figure 29: Overview of a device
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Element/Parameter Description

 Update
Opens Update mask, in which you can edit general device
information.

 Enable Remote
Control

Activates remote access to the local Device Manager (i.e. the web-
based configuration GUI) of the device. The netFIELD Portal deploys
and starts a Docker Image respectively Container on the device that
allows you to access its local Device Manager “from the cloud” via
TCP tunnel. The deployment might take a few minutes; after that,
you can connect to the device by clicking the  Remote Control
button. (See also section Remote Control (accessing local Device
Manager in Edge Device) [} page 78])

 Disable Remote
Control

Deactivates remote access to the local Device Manager (i.e. the
web-based configuration GUI) of the device (the corresponding
container is stopped on the device).

 Remote Control Opens a new tab in your browser and establishes a TCP tunnel
connection to the local Device Manager. You must first enable this
function with the  Enable Remote Control button.

 Restart Restarts the netFIELD OS on your device. 
Note: This function requires the netFIELD Proxy container on your
device (button will be visible after having deployed the container).

 Delete Deletes the device in the Portal.

Firmware Version Firmware version of the device. Automatically transmitted from the
device to the Portal during onboarding.

Status Shows the “onboarding” state of the device.
Remote Access
Status

Shows the connectivity state of the Remote Control function
(remote access to local Device Manager).

Model Name Shows the name of the device model.
Automatically transmitted from the device to the Portal during
onboarding.

Hardware ID Unique identification number of the device, consisting of article
number and serial number. When using “basic” or “zero touch”
method for onboarding, this ID is automatically transmitted from the
device to the Portal. If the “advanced” onboarding method is being
used, the user must enter this ID manually.

Activation Code Activation code that is only displayed for newly added devices. It
must be entered locally on your Edge Device to perform onboarding
using the Advanced method. Once onboarding has been completed,
the activation code will no longer be displayed here.

Https Proxy Shows the HTTPS Proxy server settings of the device. 
Disabled means no Proxy server has been defined. 
If enabled, the URI of the defined Proxy server is also displayed.

Http Proxy Shows the HTTP Proxy server settings of the device. 
Disabled means no Proxy server has been defined. 
If enabled, the URI of the defined Proxy server is also displayed.

CUSTOM FIELDS These fields are for displaying information that can be freely defined
in the Update mask, e.g. manufacturer name or date of
commissioning of the gateway.

Notifications This area is for displaying messages related to the device (e.g.
“firmware update available”) or notes/warnings about successful or
failed webhooks.
Note: Notifications for devices can be implemented/managed via
netFIELD Platform API.

You can delete a message by clicking the  button.
Table 7: Parameters Device Overview
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4.6 Device Navigation: Edit device settings (Update mask)
In the Update mask, you can change or add general information about your
device. You can also “assign” your device to a different organization here
and edit the HTTPS/HTTP proxy server settings of your device.
To open the mask, click  Update button.

Figure 30: Update device information
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Note:
If your device shall (or must) use an HTTP, HTTPS or FTP proxy
server in its local IT network, you must configure the corresponding
proxy server parameters in the local Device Manager of your
device (for information on this, please refer to the user manual of
your device).
The proxy settings that you make here in the portal ensure that the
containers that you deploy on the device automatically receive the
same settings and can use them for their own communication.
You should try to keep the local proxy server settings of your device
identical to the settings stored here in the portal. If you change the
settings locally on your device, you can use the Synchronize
function to automatically update the settings in the portal (for more
information on the Synchronize function, see also the user manual
for your device).

Element/
Parameter

Description

Name Name of the device.
Firmware Version Firmware version of the device. Automatically transmitted from the

device to the Portal during onboarding.
Model Name Shows the name of the device model.

Automatically transmitted from the device to the Portal during
onboarding.

Organisation Organization to which the device is assigned.
You can “move” the device to a different organization by entering the
name of the organization into the field. If you delete the previous
organization name, the system displays a list of the other available
organizations from which you can copy an entry into the field.

Time to live -
Seconds

This is a property of the “IoT Edge hub” container on your device: 
If you intend to use Microsoft Edge Modules and Routes for your
device (see section Device Navigation: Routes [} page 65]), you can
set here the amount of time (in seconds) that a message can wait to be
delivered before it expires. The default for Hilscher Edge Devices is
120 seconds.

Use https proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTPS Proxy server in its
local IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Https Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTPS Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTPS://192.168.20.122:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
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Element/
Parameter

Description

Use http proxy
settings

Choose this option if your device uses a HTTP Proxy server in its local
IT network. 
Choosing this option will enable the following fields:
Http Proxy Enter here address and port of the HTTP Proxy

server that the device uses.
Example:
HTTP://192.168.20.123:3128

Authentication
Required

Choose this option if the Proxy server requires
authentication
Username Enter here user name for accessing the

server.
Password Enter here password for accessing the

server.
No Proxy Enter here destinations for which the above-defined Proxy servers are

not to be used. You can define several destinations to be excluded,
separated by comma, e.g.:
intranet.consor.de,consor.de,10.15.22.12,srv.consor.de
:880
Note: Do not use blank spaces between the entries.

CUSTOM FIELDS Shows your user-defined fields (if any).
Deletes a field. (The field is only finally deleted after it has
been saved with the Save button.)
With this button, you can undo the deletion of the field as long
as you have not yet saved the page.

ADD CUSTOM
FIELDS

Here you can freely define informative fields, such as manufacturer
name or commissioning date of the device. First fill-in the Name and
Value fields, then click  button to add your entries to the CUSTOM
FIELDS. After saving, your new custom fields will be displayed on the
Overview page of the device.

Save Saves your changes and closes the Update mask.
Cancel Closes the Update mask without saving your changes.

Table 8: Parameters Update mask
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4.7 Device Navigation: Containers

4.7.1 Installed Containers

4.7.1.1 Overview page

The Installed Containers tab shows a list of the software containers that
have already been deployed (“installed”) on the device. Here you can select
one of these containers to display or edit its parameters, or to delete it. 
To open the page, select the Containers node in the DEVICE
NAVIGATION.

Figure 31: Installed Containers
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Element Value/Description
Changes between “list view” (with details) and “grid view” (with icons).

STATUS Shows the operating state of the container on the device.
Note: This function is supported only by containers that feature the Azure
IoT Hub Device SDK (like e.g. the netFIELD Proxy container).

gray
Unknown – The state is unknown because the container does not
feature the Azure IoT Hub Device SDK.

green
Connected – The container is running and connected.

blue
Disconnected – The container has been stopped or the device is
offline.

NAME Name of the container
VERSION Version of the container
CATEGORY Container “purpose”:

Receiver Container receives data from the cloud.
Connectivity Container transmits local data to certain cloud

applications (e.g. netFIELD Proxy).
Data Acquisition Container gathers data from the OT network.
IT/Cloud Connectors Container transmits local data to certain cloud

portals.
Services Container provides local service (e.g. database).
Applications Container provides local application (e.g. Node-

RED).
ACTION View container – Opens a page with further container details and

parameters.
Update container – Opens editing mode for the container.

Delete container – Stops the container on the device and deletes it
from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped, but
the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of
the Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

Table 9: Parameters in Installed Containers tab

Ø To display further information about a container or to edit its

parameters, click on a container in the list or select  button.
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4.7.1.2 Container Settings

The Container Settings tab shows general information about a selected
container.
To open the tab, select a container from the list on the Installed

Containers page or click View container  button.

Figure 32: Container Settings

Above the tabs is a menu offering the following functions:
Element Description

 Direct method Allows communication with Microsoft Edge modules or containers
that contain the Azure IoT Device SDK.

 Update
Allows editing of the container’s parameters.

 Delete Stops the container on the device and deletes it from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped, but
the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of the
Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

Table 10: Menu on details page of software container

The Container Settings tab displays general information about the
container that was defined when it was created in the Container Manager
(see section General [} page 87]).
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Parameter Values/Description
Image URI Uniform Resource Identifier of the “registry” of the container image.

Must be accessible for the device.
Category Container “purpose”:

Receiver Container receives data from the cloud.
Connectivity Container transmits local data to certain cloud

applications (e.g. netFIELD Proxy).
Data Acquisition Container gathers data from the OT network.
IT/Cloud
Connectors

Container transmits local data to certain cloud
portals.

Services Container provides local service (e.g. database).
Applications Container provides local application (e.g. Node-

RED).
Short Description Brief description of the container.
Type Container type; currently only Docker
Desired Status Shows the operating state in which the container shall be after its

deployment.
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the
device using CLI or by updating the configuration
in the portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e.
as soon as the image has been completely
downloaded to the device).

Version Version of the container
Description Description of the container
Restart Policy Determines under which conditions the container on the device is to be

restarted by the system.
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why

it was deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but

not if it has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
Deployed At UTC Shows date and time (in UTC format) when the container was installed

on the device.
Table 11: Parameters in Container Settings tab
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4.7.1.3 Container Create Options

This tab shows the “Container Create Options” of the software container.
These are optional and depend on the individual container. For details, see
the documentation of the container.
By using the  Update button, the Container Create Options can also be
changed retroactively if the container has already been installed on a
device. After saving, they are automatically transferred to the container on
the device.

Figure 33: Container Create Options

Element Description

 Direct method Allows communication with Microsoft Edge modules or containers
that contain the Azure IoT Device SDK.

 Update
Allows editing of the container’s parameters.

 Delete Stops the container on the device and deletes it from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped, but
the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of the
Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

Table 12: Menu on details page of software container
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4.7.1.4 Environment Variables

This tab shows the “Environment Variables” of the software container.
These are optional and depend on the individual container. For details, see
the documentation of the container.

By using the  Update button, the variables can also be changed
retroactively if the container has already been installed on a device. After
saving, they are automatically transferred to the container on the device.

Figure 34: Environment Variables

Element Description

 Direct method Allows communication with Microsoft Edge modules or containers
that contain the Azure IoT Device SDK.

 Update
Allows editing of the container’s parameters.

 Delete Stops the container on the device and deletes it from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped, but
the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of the
Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

Table 13: Menu on details page of software container
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4.7.1.5 Container Identity Twin

If the container is a Microsoft Edge module, this tab displays the properties
of the module twin as a JSON document.

For more information, see Microsoft Azure documentation under:
https://docs.microsoft.com/de-de/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-devguide-
module-twins

Figure 35: Container Identity Twin

Element Description

 Direct method Allows communication with Microsoft Edge modules or containers
that contain the Azure IoT Device SDK.

 Update
Allows editing of the container’s parameters.

 Delete Stops the container on the device and deletes it from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped, but
the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of the
Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

Table 14: Menu on details page of software container
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4.7.1.6 Direct method

Direct Method allows you to communicate directly with Microsoft Edge
modules or containers that contain the Azure IoT Device SDK. You can
open this mask by clicking the  Direct method button. For details about
supported parameters, see the documentation of the module.

Figure 36: Direct Method
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4.7.1.7 Update

You can use the Update function to edit the parameters of the container.
Note that the container parameters were originally defined as “defaults” in
the Container Manager. These default parameters can be changed and
adapted here if necessary.

After saving them with the Save button, they are automatically transferred
to the container on the device. The changed parameters become effective
after the container has been automatically restarted on the device.

Overview

In the Overview tab, you can change the settings of the container.

Figure 37: Installed Container Update Overview

Elements Description
Use device proxy
settings

If your device uses an HTTP or HTTPS proxy server in its local IT
network and your container also communicates via HTTP/HTTPS, you
can choose here that the container should use the same proxy server
settings that are stored for the device in the portal.
A prerequisite for this is that the local proxy server settings of your
device are identical to the settings stored in the portal.
If you change the proxy server settings locally on your device, you can
use the Synchronize function to automatically update the settings in
the portal (please refer to the user manual of your device for more
information on this).
Alternatively, you can update the proxy server settings in the portal
manually on the Update page of your device (see section Device
Navigation: Edit device settings (Update mask) [} page 42]).
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Elements Description
Restart Policy In the drop-down list, you can determine under which conditions the

container on the device is to be restarted by the system.
Note: This parameter was originally defined in the Container
Manager, but can be changed and adapted here if necessary.
Changes here have no effect on the original settings in the Container
Manager.
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why it was

deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but not if it

has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
Desired Status In the drop-down list, you can determine the operating state in which

the container shall be after its deployment.
Note: This parameter was originally defined in the Container
Manager, but can be changed and adapted here if necessary.
Changes here have no effect on the original settings in the Container
Manager.
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the device
using CLI or by updating the configuration in the
portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e. as
soon as the image has been completely downloaded
to the device).

Next Opens the next Update tab. There you can save the changes with the
Save button and transfer them to the container on the device.

Cancel Closes the Update tab without saving changes.
Table 15: Elements in Overview tab
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Environment Variables

Environment Variables are optional and depend on the individual
container. For details, see the documentation of the container.

Figure 38: Update of Environment Variables of container

Element Description
Select this button to change name or value of the variable.
Use the  button to save your changes for the time being.
Deletes the variable.

Adds a new variable. First fill-in the NAME and VALUE fields, then
click  button to add the variable.

Next Opens the next Update tab.
Back Opens the previous Update tab.
Cancel Closes the Update tab without saving changes.

Table 16: Operating elements for Environment Variables
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Container Create Options

“Container Create Options” are optional and depend on the individual
container. For details, see the documentation of the container.

Figure 39: Update of Container Create Options of container

Element Description
Next Opens the next Update tab.
Back Opens the previous Update tab.
Cancel Closes the Update tab without saving changes.

Table 17: Operating elements for Container Create Options
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Container Twin

If the container is a Microsoft Edge module, you can edit here the
properties of the Module Twin (JSON).

Figure 40: Update Container Twin

Element Description
Enabled Select the checkbox to edit this field.
Save Saves your changes. The changes parameters are then automatically

transferred to the container on the device.
Note: The application of the changed parameters requires a restart of
the container on the device.

Back Opens the previous Update tab.
Cancel Closes the Update tab without saving changes.

Table 18: Operating elements for Container Twin Options
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4.7.2 Available Containers

4.7.2.1 Overview page

The Available Containers tab shows a list of the software containers that
are available for you; i.e. that were added in the Container Manager for
your organization and are compatible with your device.

Here you can select a container to deploy (“install”) it on your device, or to
view or edit some of its parameters.

Figure 41: Available Containers

Element Description
Changes between “list view” (with details) and “grid view” (with icons).

Use the Search field to search here for specific containers (“fuzzy”
search in the fields Name, Short Description and Description).

NAME Name of the container.
VERSION Version of the container.
CATEGORY Container “purpose”:

Receiver Container receives data from the cloud.
Connectivity Container transmits local data to certain cloud

applications (e.g. netFIELD Proxy).
Data
Acquisition

Container gathers data from the OT network.

IT/Cloud
Connectors

Container transmits local data to certain cloud portals.

Services Container provides local service (e.g. database).
Applications Container provides local application (e.g. Node-RED).
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Element Description
ACTION Add container – Opens a page with the  Deploy button and

further deployment options for the container.
The following buttons are displayed for containers that have already
been deployed (installed) on your device. The functions behind these
buttons are the same as of the corresponding buttons in the Installed
Containers tab.

View container – Opens a page with further container details and
parameters.
Update container – Opens editing mode for the container.

Delete container – Stops the container on the device and deletes
it from the list. 
Note: With this function, the software container will be stopped,
but the actual Docker image on the device will not be deleted.
You can delete the Docker image in the local Device Manager of
the Edge Device or by SSH (if SSH is active on the device).

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 19: Elements in Available Containers tab

Ø To deploy (“install”) the container on your device and to display further
information about it or to edit its deployment parameters/options, click
on a container in the list or select  button.

Sorting the containers list

You can sort the list alphanumerically in ascending or descending order by
NAME, VERSION or CATEGORY.
Ø Click on the corresponding column header (NAME, VERSION or

CATEGORY), e.g. VERSION.

Ê A bar on top of the  header indicates ascending order (starting
from “0” respectively “A”), a bar under the  header indicates
descending order:

Figure 42: Sorting the Available Containers list
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4.7.2.2 Overview

After having selected a container from the Available Containers list, the
Overview tab of the container opens:

Figure 43: Overview Available Containers

Above the tab is the  Deploy button, which you can use to “install” the
container on the device (i.e. the container image will thereby be
downloaded to the device and instantiated).
Parameter Values/Description
Image URI Uniform Resource Identifier of the “registry” of the container image.

Must be accessible for the device. 
The URI was defined in the Container Manager and is displayed here
only for informative purpose.

Use device proxy
settings

If your device uses an HTTP or HTTPS proxy server in its local IT
network and your container also communicates via HTTP/HTTPS, you
can choose here that the container should use the same proxy server
settings that are stored for the device in the portal.
A prerequisite for this is that the local proxy server settings of your
device are identical to the settings stored in the portal.
If you change the proxy server settings locally on your device, you can
use the Synchronize function to automatically update the settings in
the portal (please refer to the user manual of your device for more
information on this).
Alternatively, you can update the proxy server settings in the portal
manually on the Update page of your device (see section Device
Navigation: Edit device settings (Update mask) [} page 42]).
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Parameter Values/Description
Restart Policy In the drop-down list, you can determine under which conditions the

container on the device is to be restarted by the system.
Note: This parameter was originally defined in the Container
Manager, but can be changed and adapted here if necessary.
Changes here have no effect on the original settings in the Container
Manager.
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why it was

deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but not if it

has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
Desired Status In the drop-down list, you can determine the operating state in which

the container shall be after its deployment.
Note: This parameter was originally defined in the Container
Manager, but can be changed and adapted here if necessary.
Changes here have no effect on the original settings in the Container
Manager.
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the device
using CLI or by updating the configuration in the
portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e. as
soon as the image has been completely downloaded
to the device).

Table 20: Parameter in Overview tab
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4.7.2.3 Environment

Here you can add or adapt Environment Variables for the container.
These variables were originally defined in the Container Manager, but can
be changed and adapted here. Changes here have no effect on the original
settings in the Container Manager.

Figure 44: Available Container: Environment Variable

Above the tab is the  Deploy button, which you can use to “install” the
container on the device (i.e. the container image will thereby be
downloaded to the device and instantiated).
Element Description
NAME Enter here a name for the variable.
VALUE Enter here the value for the variable.
ACTION Adds a new variable. 

First fill-in the NAME and VALUE fields, then click this button
to add the variable.
Use this button to edit name or value of an existing variable.
Use the  button to save your changes.
Deletes the variable.

Table 21: Environment Variables fields
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4.7.2.4 Container Create Options

Here you can edit the “Container Create Options” of the container (JSON).
These options were originally defined in the Container Manager, but can
be changed and adapted here. Changes here have no effect on the original
settings in the Container Manager.

Figure 45: Available Container: Container Create Options

Above the tab is the  Deploy button, which you can use to “install” the
container on the device (i.e. the container image will thereby be
downloaded to the device and instantiated).
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4.7.2.5 Container Twin

If the container is a Microsoft Edge module, you can edit here the options of
the Container Twin (JSON). 
The Container Twin options were defined in the Container Manager, but
can be adapted here.

For more information on “Container Twins”, respectively “Module
Twins”, see
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-edge/iot-edge-modules

Figure 46: Available Container: Container Twin Options

Above the tab is the  Deploy button, which you can use to “install” the
container on the device (i.e. the container image will thereby be
downloaded to the device and instantiated).
Ø Select the Enabled checkbox in order to edit the field.
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4.8 Device Navigation: Routes

4.8.1 Overview
In the Routes node, you can define new routes, or edit or delete existing
routes. 
A Route defines the communication between a module/container and the
netFIELD Portal or between two modules/containers among each other.

Note:
Please note that you can only define routes for the netFIELD Proxy
Container and Microsoft Edge Modules here.

The start page shows an overview of the routes that have been defined for
your device:

Figure 47: Routes overview

Element Description
+ Add Adds a new route
NAME Name of the route
SOURCE Data source
TARGET Data target
ACTION Opens a mask for editing the route

Deletes the route

Table 22: Elements on the Routes page
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4.8.2 Create/edit route
Ø To create a new route, click + Add button.

Ø To edit an existing route, click  button.
Ê The editing mask for routes opens:

Figure 48: Adding Routes

Element Description
 Save Saves the route.

 Back Closes the mask without saving your changes.

Route Name Enter here the name of your route.
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Element Description
Source Data source. 

In the fields, choose from which source and which data you want to
transport. 
“Data sources” are the containers on the device.
Everything All device-to-cloud messages or twin change

notifications from any module/container or leaf device.
/*

All Messages Any device-to-cloud message sent by a module/
container through some or no output, or by a leaf
device (regardless of output).
/messages/*

All Module
Messages

Any device-to-cloud message sent by a module/
container through some or no output (regardless of
output).
/messages/modules/*

<moduleId> Name of a module/container on the device, e.g.
netFIELD Proxy. If you select the module/container,
additional fields open for selecting the data.
Every Message Any device-to-cloud message sent

by the module/container
(regardless of output).
/messages/modules/
<moduleId>/*

Specific Output Only specified output of the
module/container. An additional
field opens for specifying the
desired output.
/messages/modules/
<moduleId>/outputs/
<output>

Example:

Condition Here you can define conditions (“queries”) for filtering the messages
(optional). 
For more information, see Microsoft Azure online help under:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-devguide-
routing-query-syntax
If you want all messages from the data source to be transferred to the
data target, leave this field blank.
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Element Description
Target Data target (“sink”). This can be either the netFIELD Portal (IoT Hub) or

an input interface of a certain module/container.
IoT Hub netFIELD Portal

$upstream

Specific Target Input interface of a certain module/container on a
device. If you select Specific Target, additional fields
open for selecting the module/container and its input
interface.
BrokeredEndpoint("/modules/<moduleId>/
inputs/<input>")

Example:

Table 23: Elements on Routes editing mask
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4.9 Deployment Manifest

4.9.1 Deployment Manifest: Brief description
With a deployment manifest, you can automate and unify the installation of
software containers on your organization's devices. 
A manifest contains one or more containers that are automatically deployed
to a device of your organization if the Use manifest option is selected in
the local Device Manager of the device during onboarding.
Each organization can have only one manifest.
To configure your deployment manifest, select the Deployment Manifest
node below your organization in the Organization Explorer of the Device
Manager.

4.9.2 Deployment Manifest: Configuration
On the Configuration page, you can choose the option Suborganisations
shall inherit manifest from parent organisation. This allows your sub-
organization(s) to use this same manifest for their devices as well. 
If you are in a sub-organization, you can decide there whether you want to
use the manifest of the higher-level organization or whether you want to
remove the check mark and create your own manifest for your sub-
organization.

Use the Save button to save your setting.

Figure 49: Deployment Manifest Configuration
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4.9.3 Deployment Manifest: Containers
On the Containers page, you can manage the software containers of your
Deployment Manifest.

Selected Containers

The Selected Containers tab shows a list of the containers belonging to
your manifest. These containers will be installed/deployed on all devices
that are using your manifest during onboarding.

Figure 50: Container in Deployment Manifest

Element Description
Changes between “list view” (with details) and “grid view” (with icons).

NAME Name of the container
VERSION Version of the container
ACTION View container – Opens a page with further container details and

parameters.
For descriptions of the container parameters, see section Installed
Containers [} page 45].
Update container – Opens editing mode for the container.

Delete container – Deletes the container from the Deployment
Manifest.

Table 24: Elements on Selected Container tab
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Available Containers

The Available Container tab shows a list of the software containers that
you can add to your manifest.

Figure 51: Available Containers

Element Description
Changes between “list view” (with details) and “grid view” (with icons).

NAME Name of the container
VERSION Version of the container
ACTION Add container – Opens a page showing further parameters of the

container and the  Add button, which you can use to add the
container to your manifest.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 25: Elements on Available Container tab
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4.9.4 Deployment Manifest: Routes
On the Routes page, you can define new routes for the containers of your
Deployment Manifest, or edit or delete existing routes.
A Route defines the communication between a module/container and the
netFIELD Portal or between two modules/containers among each other on
the same device.

Note:
Please note that you can only define routes for the netFIELD Proxy
Container and Microsoft Edge Modules here.

The start page shows an overview of the routes that are part of your
manifest:

Figure 52: Routes in Deployment Manifest

Element Description
+ Add Adds a new route
NAME Name of the route
SOURCE Data source
TARGET Data target
ACTION Opens a mask for editing the route.

For a description of the routes parameters, see section
Create/edit route [} page 66].
Deletes the route.

Table 26: Elements on Routes page
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4.10 Webhooks

4.10.1 Overview
Webhooks are HTTP notifications that are automatically sent by the
netFIELD Portal to specific recipient URLs when a specific event (currently
onboarding and offboarding of devices) occurs.
To create and manage webhooks, select the Webhooks node below your
organization in the Organisation Explorer of the Device Manager.

The start page shows a list of the webhooks defined for your organization.
Here you can create new webhooks, select existing webhooks for editing or
delete webhooks.

Figure 53: Webhooks Overview

Element Value/Description

 Add Opens a mask for creating a new webhook.

URL Shows URL of the recipient (Subscriber) of the webhook.
DESCRIPTION Short description of webhook.
ACTION Edit Webhook – Opens a mask for editing the webhook.

Delete Webhook – Deletes the webhook.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 27: Operating elements and parameters of the Webhooks start page
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4.10.2 Create/edit webhook
Ø To create a new webhook, click + Add button on the Webhooks start

page.

Ø To edit an existing webhook, click  button on the Webhooks start
page.

Ê The editing mask for webhooks opens:

Figure 54: Create/edit Webhooks

Parameter Description
Webhook URL URL of the recipient (“subscriber”) of the webhook (mandatory).
Event Trigger Drop-down list for selecting the event that shall trigger the message

(mandatory).
Onboarded Device has been onboarded.
Offboarded Device has been offboarded.

Request Method Drop-down list for selecting the HTTP request method (mandatory).
Content type Drop-down list for selecting the indication of the media type of the

message:
· application/json
· application/xml
· text/plain

Description Enter here a name or short description of the webhook.
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Parameter Description
HEADERS Here you can define an HTTP header. First fill-in the NAME und

VALUE fields, then click  button to add the header.
QUERIES Here you can define HTTP queries. First fill-in the NAME und VALUE

fields, then click  button to add the query.
PAYLOAD Here you can define payload to be transmitted.
Save Saves the data and closes the mask.
Cancel Closes the mask without saving.

Table 28: Elements in webhooks editing mask
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4.11 Device Grouping
In the Device Grouping node, you can group your devices; e.g. according
to production plants, device models or function types. You can also create
subgroups and define even complex structures.

To create a group, you must first create it with the + Add button and then
assign to it the appropriate devices from the Available Devices tab (which
lists the devices of your organization).
Note that the device grouping is only an additional “outline view” for your
devices. A device can be a member of several groups, and it is still
displayed and managed in the "normal" device list ("Manage your devices")
after it has been assigned to a group.

To create or manage device groups, select the Device Grouping node
below your organization in the Organisation Explorer of the Device
Manager.

Figure 55: Device Grouping

The toolbar in the header offers the following functions:
Element Description

 Add Opens a mask for creating a new group. The new group is created as a
subgroup to the group currently selected in the Device Grouping
Explorer on the left.

 Update
Opens a mask in which you can move the group within the group
hierarchy or change its name.

 Delete Deletes the selected group. A group that has subgroups cannot be
deleted. Delete the subgroups first.

Table 29: Operating elements in Device Grouping
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Devices tab

The Devices tab shows a list of the devices that belong to the group
selected in the Device Grouping explorer. By clicking on a device in the
list, you can open a page that shows further device details. You can
remove a device from the group by clicking the  button.

Available Devices tab

The Available Devices tab shows a list of the devices that belong to your
organization and can be added to the group. You can add the device to the
group by clicking the  button.

Figure 56: Available Devices
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4.12 Remote Control (accessing local Device Manager in Edge
Device)

Overview

Each Edge Device is equipped with a “local” Device Manager, which is a
configuration and management GUI accessible via HTTPS, based on the
Cockpit web console for Linux server.

GUI and functions of the local Device Manager are described in the
user manual of your netFIELD Edge Device.

After onboarding (see section Register a device in the netFIELD Portal
("onboarding") [} page 12]), the local Device Manager can be accessed by
“Remote Control” from the netFIELD Portal via TCP tunnel. 
Which functions you can use in the local Device Manager depends on
which rights are associated with the local account with which you log in. If
you e.g. log in as local System Administrator (username admin), you can
use all available functions.

Requirements
· The Edge Device is onboarded (registered) in the netFIELD Portal.
· The Edge Device is powered and is connected via internet to the

netFIELD Portal.
· You are logged-in to the netFIELD Portal.
· You possess viewDeviceDetails and remoteDevices permissions for

the devices resource.
· You have a local account or know the credentials (user name and

password) for the local Device Manager of the device.
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Step-by-step instructions
1. Activate Remote Control function.

Ø In the Device Manager of the netFIELD Portal, select your device and
open its Overview page (below DEVICE NAVIGATION).

Ø Click  Enable Remote Control button.

Figure 57: Enable Remote Control
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Ê If you are using the remote control function for the first time, the Docker
Image (remotemanager), which enables remote access, is now
automatically downloaded ("deployed") to the device and started as a
container (netfield-remote-control).
This might take a few minutes.
(If the remote control function has already been used on the device, the
Docker Image will not be downloaded again, only the container will be
restarted. This shortens the startup time of the remote control function.)
As soon as the container has started and remote access is possible, the
Remote Access Status changes to online and the  Remote
Control button is enabled:

Figure 58: Remote Control online
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2. Login to local Device Manager.
Ø Click  Remote Control button.
Ê The Sign In dialog of the local Device Manager opens in a new

browser tab:

Figure 59: Sign In via Remote Control

Ø Enter user name and password of the device.

Note:
You cannot login here by using the credentials of your netFIELD
Portal account; you need the credentials of a Device Manager’s
account of the individual device. 
In its state of delivery, each Edge Device has the following default
credentials: 
User name: admin 
Password: admin
Since the default password admin had to be changed for security
reasons during the first login on site during commissioning ("forced
password change"), it can no longer be valid for a later login.
If necessary, you must therefore request the new administrator
password from the person who commissioned the device, or have
the system administrator set up a separate account on the device
for you.
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Ê The local Device Manager opens:

Figure 60: Local Edge Device Manager

3. Work in local Device Manager.
Ø You can now use the Device Manager for your local configuration and

administration tasks on the device.
4. Deactivate Remote Control function.

Ø After having finished your work in the local Device Manager, logout by
using  > Log Out from the user menu.

Ø Close the connection in the netFIELD Portal by clicking the  Disable
Remote Control button. This stops the container in the device that
allows remote access.
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5 Container Manager

5.1 Brief description
The Container Manager allows you to administer the software containers
that shall be available for your devices.

Only those containers that were previously added here in the Container
Manager can be deployed (“installed”) on a device. The containers that
were added here and that are compatible with your device will be displayed
in the Available Containers tab of your device in the Device Manager.
From there, they can be deployed (“installed”) on the device by using the
Deploy button (see section Available Containers [} page 58]).

Note:
Your access rights to the Container Manager and its functions
depend on the “roles” that have been assigned to you. This means
that some of the buttons or functions described in this chapter might
not be visible for you. 
If you are the system administrator of your organization or if the
“admin” role has been assigned to you, you will automatically have
unlimited access to all resources and functions of the Container
Manager that are related to your organization.
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5.2 Start page
The start page (Manage your containers) shows your collection of
software containers. 
Here you can add new containers and select existing containers for editing
their parameters.

Figure 61: Container Manager start page

Element Description

 Add Adds a new container.

Changes between “list view” (with details) and “grid view” (with icons).

Text search for containers (“fuzzy” search in the fields Name, Short
Description and Description).

NAME Name of the container.
OWNER Organization to which the container belongs.
VERSION Version of the container.
ACTION Open Container – Opens a page with further container

details and parameters.
Edit Container – Opens a page for editing the container’s
parameters.
Delete Container – Deletes the container from the collection.

Share Container – Opens a tab in which you can select one
or several organizations to share the container with. The
container can thus be used on devices belonging to these
other organizations.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 30: Elements on Container Manager start page
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Sorting the containers list

You can sort the list alphanumerically in ascending or descending order by
NAME, OWNER or VERSION.
Ø Click on the corresponding column header (NAME, OWNER or

VERSION), e.g. VERSION.

Ê A bar on top of the  header indicates ascending order (starting
from “0” respectively “A”), a bar under the  header indicates
descending order.
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5.3 Container Overview
On the Overview page, you can find general information about the selected
container and edit its parameters, or delete the container from the portal.
The page also indicates whether the container can be used by other
organizations ("Public Container”).

To open the Overview page, select the container in the list on the start

page (Manage your containers) or click the  Open Container button.

Figure 62: Container Overview

With the  Update button, you can open the editing mode and edit the
container parameters grouped in the tabs.

With the  Delete button, you can delete the container from the portal.
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5.4 Add new container or edit existing container

5.4.1 General
In the General tab, you can enter or edit general container parameters.
The tab opens in “edit mode” if you click the + Add button on the start page
of the Container Manager (to add a new container) or if you click on the

 button of an existing container in the list (for editing).

Figure 63: General container parameters
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Parameter Description
Name Name of the container (mandatory)
Organisation Name of the organization to which the container is to belong. When

you create a new container, this field is filled with the organization to
which you belong as a user. You can also select another organization
in this field if you have the appropriate rights.

Container type Controls access of other organizations to the container image
(mandatory field).
Public Allows other organizations to use this container.
Private Other organizations are not allowed to use this

container unless you explicitly “share” it with them (see
section Container Sharing [} page 94]).

Registry Access type for the registry of the repository of the container image
(mandatory).
Public The image can be accessed without password.
Private Protected access mode. In the private mode, you must

specify the following access parameters, which you
must request from the administrator of the repository.
Note: The netFIELD Portal supports the “Basic
Authentication” method only.
Address Host name or IP address, optional with

port
Username User name
Password Password

Image URI Uniform Resource Identifier of the storage of the container image
(Registry).

Version Software version of the container.
Category In the drop-down list, select the category that describes the purpose of

the container.
Note: The Container will be displayed under this category in the
Available Container tab of the Device Manager.
Receiver Container receives data from the cloud.
Connectivity Container transmits local data to certain cloud

applications (e.g. netFIELD Proxy).
Data Acquisition Container gathers data from the OT network.
IT/Cloud
Connectors

Container transmits local data to certain cloud
portals.

Services Container provides local service (e.g. database).
Applications Container provides local application (e.g. Node-

RED).
Short Description Brief description of the container as free text. Max. 60 characters,

UTF-8 coding.
Description Extensive description of the container as free text. Max. 3000

characters, UTF-8 coding.
Cover Use the Upload button to associate an image file with the container. 

Note: The uploaded image will be displayed next to the container on
the Available Container tab in the Device Manager.

Icon Use the drop-down list to select a small icon that will be displayed next
to the container’s name.

Restart Policy Use the drop-down list to determine on which conditions the container
will be restarted on the device by the system.
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why it

was deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but not if

it has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
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Parameter Description
Desired Status Use the drop-down list to determine the operating state in which the

container shall be after its deployment.
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the
device using CLI or by updating the configuration in
the portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e. as
soon as the image has been completely
downloaded to the device).

Page ID Use the drop-down list to select the GUI that belongs to the container.
The Page ID is used to link the container’s GUI in the Device
Manager, thus allowing to display the container’s GUI (e.g. as
dashboard) in the CONTAINERS node of a device in the Device
Manager.
No Page ID The container provides no GUI that can be

displayed in the Device Manager.
OpcUA Publisher Choose the container GUI.
Network
Topology
Gateway
Monitoring
AIN Connector
netFIELD Proxy

Next Opens the next tab, where you can edit further parameters. 
(Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)

Save Saves your changes. 
(Is only displayed if you have opened an existing container with the
Edit or Update function.)

Cancel Closes the mask without saving.
Table 31: Elements in General tab of the Container Manager
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5.4.2 Target Platforms
Use the drop-down list to select the processor architecture for which the
container was developed.

Figure 64: Target Platforms

Parameter Description
x86 x86 processor architecture
ARM ARM processor architecture
All No processor architecture specified
Next Opens the next tab, where you can edit further parameters. 

(Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)
Back Opens previous tab. (Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)
Save Saves your changes. 

(Is only displayed if you have opened an existing container with the Edit or
Update function.)

Cancel Closes the mask without saving.
Table 32: Elements on Target Platforms tab
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5.4.3 Environment Variables
Here you can define environment variables for your container (optional).
For information about whether and which environment variables the
container needs or supports, see the container’s documentation.

Figure 65: Environment Variables

Element Description
NAME Enter here a name for the variable.
VALUE Enter here the value of the variable.
ACTION Adds a new variable. First fill-in the NAME and VALUE fields,

then click  button to add the variable.
Select this button to change name or value of the variable.

Deletes the variable.

Next Opens the next tab, where you can edit further parameters. 
(Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)

Back Opens previous tab. (Is only displayed if you are adding a new
container.)

Save Saves your changes. 
(Is only displayed if you have opened an existing container with the Edit
or Update function.)

Cancel Closes the mask without saving.
Table 33: Elements in Environment Variables tab
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5.4.4 Container Create Options
Here you can define the “Container Create Options” (optional). For
information about which options your container needs or supports, see the
documentation of the container.

Clicking the blue more info external link leads you to the Create a
container section of the docker.com documentation

Figure 66: Container Create Options

Element Description
Next Opens the next tab, where you can edit further parameters. 

(Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)
Back Opens previous tab. (Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)
Save Saves your changes. 

(Is only displayed if you have opened an existing container with the Edit or
Update function.)

Cancel Closes the mask without saving.
Table 34: Elements in Container Create Options tab
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5.4.5 Container Twin
If the container is a Microsoft Edge module, you can define here the
properties of the module’s twin as JSON document.

For more information, see Microsoft Azure documentation under:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-devguide-
module-twins

Figure 67: Container Twin

Element Description
Save Saves your changes.
Back Opens previous tab. (Is only displayed if you are adding a new container.)
Cancel Closes the mask without saving.

Table 35: Elements in Container Twin tab
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5.5 Container Sharing
When you create a new container, it is automatically assigned to your own
organization by default if you do not explicitly select a different organization.
If you have also selected the Private option in the Container type field,
this container can only be viewed and used by members of your
organization.

However, with the Sharing function, you can later make some exceptions;
i.e. you can specify certain other organization(s) that shall also be allowed
to use your “private” container – even if the container is not intended to be
used by the general “public”.

To use this function, open the Sharing tab of the container.

Figure 68: Container Sharing
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Element Description
ORGANISATION
NAME

List of all organizations that you are allowed to see.

ACTION Use the button in the ACTION column to “share” or “unshare” your
container with the organization.

gray

Container already belongs to this organization; sharing is
not possible.

blue

Click to share: Users of this organization will be able to use
(“deploy”) this container on their devices.

red

Click to unshare: Users of this organization will not be able
to see or use this container on new devices any longer. 
Note that containers that have already been deployed on
devices of this organization will not be deleted on the
devices by “unsharing” them.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to
display further entries.

Table 36: Elements on Container Sharing tab
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6 Organisation Manager

6.1 Brief description
The Organisation Manager allows you to create and manage users and
roles, and thus control access rights to the applications and features of the
netFIELD Portal for your organization(s). You can also create and manage
new sub-organizations for your base organization here.
Note that you cannot edit the parameters of the base organization to which
you belong (e.g. "Hilscher Edge Portal") here, nor can you create new base
organizations (so-called "Tenants") here yourself.
For creating and managing Tenants respectively base organizations, you
need the Tenant Manager, to which you are entitled only if you are
operating the Portal as your own instance.

Note:
Your access rights to the Organisation Manager and its functions
depend on the “roles” and permissions that have been assigned to
you. This means that some of the buttons or functions described in
this chapter might not be visible for you. 
The Organisation Manager will be visible for you only if you
possess at least the viewOrganisations permission.
If you are the system administrator of your organization or if the
“admin” role has been assigned to you, you will automatically have
unlimited access to all resources and functions of the Organisation
Manager.
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6.2 Start page
The Organisation Explorer on the start page (Manage your
organisation) displays Users, Roles and the sub-organizations belonging
to your organization in a tree structure.

Select your organization in the Organisation Explorer to display general
information (like e.g. address data) about the organization:

Figure 69: Organisation Manager start page

Element Description
Text search for organizations (“fuzzy” search in Name, City and
Country).

 Add Use this button to create a new sub-organization below the currently
selected organization.

 Update
Use this button to edit a sub-organization.

 Delete Use this button to delete a sub-organization.

Table 37: Elements in Organisation Manager start page
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6.3 Create/edit organization
Ø To create a new sub-organization, select the base organization in the

Organisation Explorer, then click + Add button.
Ø To edit an existing organization, select the organization in the

Organisation Explorer, then click Update button.
Ê The mask for editing organizations opens:

Figure 70: Create new organization

Parameter Description
Organisation
Information

Name Name of the organization (mandatory)
Notes Information about your organization as free text
Admin Email address of the administrator of the

organization
Address
Information

Street Street of residence of organization (mandatory)
Housenumber House number of residence of organization

(mandatory)
ZIP Code ZIP code of residence of organization (mandatory)
Address
Supplement

Additional address information

Country In the drop-down list, select country of residence of
organization (mandatory)

City City of residence of organization (mandatory)
Phone Number Telephone number (mandatory)

Create Saves the new organization and closes the mask.
Save Saves changed data and closes the mask.
Cancel Closes the mask without saving.

Table 38: Elements in create organization mask
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6.4 User management

6.4.1 Overview
Ø To create or edit a user, select Users node below your organization in

the Organisation Explorer.
Ê The User Manager opens. Here you can add new users to your

organization or edit existing users:

Figure 71: User Manager
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Element Description

 Add Adds new user.

Text search for users (“fuzzy” search in FIRST NAME, LAST NAME
and E-MAIL).

FIRST NAME First name of user.
LAST NAME Last name of user.
E-MAIL Email address of user.
STATUS Approval state of user.

Locked User disabled, user has no access to netFIELD Portal.
Waiting for
approval

User not (yet) enabled, legitimation is being checked by
administrator.

Enabled User enabled (a.k.a. “unlocked”), user has access to
netFIELD Portal according to assigned roles and
permissions.

ACTION Opens a page with user details.

Opens a mask for editing user details.

Opens the Manage Role page where you can assign
roles (rights) to the user.
Deletes the user.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 39: Elements in User Manager

Ø To display further information about a user, select the user in the list,

then click  button.
Ø To create a new user, click + Add button.
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6.4.2 Create/edit user
Ø To create a new user, click + Add button on the User Manager page.

Ø To edit an existing user, click  Update button.
Ê The mask for creating/editing a user opens:

Figure 72: Create New User
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Parameter Description
ORGANISATION
INFORMATION

Organisation Name of the organization to which the user belongs.
If you create a new user, this field is preset with the
organization under which you created the user, and it
cannot be edited.
If you edit an existing user with the Update function,
you can enter the name of a different organization
here. The user is thus "moved" to the new
organization in the Organization Explorer after
saving the updated user data.

Status Approval state of user.
Note: When a new user is created, the status is
automatically set to "Waiting for approval". 
The netFIELD Portal will then automatically send an
email to the new user to verify the email address
once the record has been saved.
After verification, the Portal automatically notifies the
system administrator, who can then “unlock” the
user.
If the new record is saved with the status "Unlocked",
verification is not required and the user can log in
directly as soon as he/she has received his/her
password.
Locked User locked/disabled, not allowed to

access netFIELD Portal.
Waiting for
approval

User not (yet) enabled, because
email address has not yet been
verified, respectively legitimation is
being checked by administrator.

Unlocked User enabled, user has access to
netFIELD Portal according to
assigned roles and permissions.

PERSONAL
INFORMATION

First Name First name of user (mandatory)
Last Name Last name of user (mandatory)
Job Title Job title of user (mandatory)
Department Department of user (mandatory)
Telephone Landline phone number (mandatory)
Mobile Phone Mobile phone number (mandatory)
E-Mail Email address (mandatory) and also user name for

login (Sign In) to the netFIELD Portal.
Note: After having created a new user, the Portal will
automatically send an email to the user to verify his/
her email address. 
In addition, the Portal sends a notification to this
address each time the user status changes.

ADDRESS
INFORMATION

Street Street of residence of user (mandatory).
Housenumber House number of residence of user (mandatory).
Address
Supplement

Additional address information.

ZIP Code ZIP code of residence of user (mandatory).
City City of residence of user (mandatory).
Country In the drop-down list, select country of residence of

user (mandatory).
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Parameter Description
PASSWORD Password Enter here the password of the user.

Note: This is the password that is assigned by the
administrator to be used by the user to login to the
netFIELD Portal for the first time after he/she has
been approved (i.e. is in user state "enabled/
unlocked").
The user can/should change this password
afterwards in the user menu under:  > Profile >
Change Password.

Repeat
Password

Repeat here the password of the user.

Save Saves the data and closes the mask.
Cancel Closes the mask without saving the data.

Table 40: Elements in user edit mask
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6.4.3 Manage user
Ø To manage a user and to assign him/her one or several roles, click on

the user in the User Manager’s list or click  button.
Ê A page showing the user’s details opens:

Figure 73: User details

Element Description

 Update
Opens a mask in which you can edit user details.

 Unlock User “Unlocks/enables” the user if the user has been in "Waiting for Approval"
or "Locked" state. When in “unlocked” state (a.k.a. “enabled”), the user
can login to the netFIELD Portal.
The user is informed by email about the status change.

 Lock User
“Locks/disables” user; i.e. the user cannot login to the netFIELD Portal
and receives “User locked” message when trying to do so.
The user is informed by email about the status change.

 Roles
Opens the Manage Roles page, on which you can assign roles (and thus
certain permissions) to the user.

 Delete Deletes the user.

Table 41: Elements on user details page
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6.4.4 Assign user roles
Ø To assign one or several roles to the user (and thus access rights/

permissions to the functions and resources of the netFIELD Portal),
click  Roles button.

Ê The Manage Roles page opens:

Figure 74: Manage Roles

The ROLES area shows the roles that have already been assigned to the
user.

The  button can be used to remove a role from the user (the role itself is
thereby not deleted but only unassigned from the user).
Ø To assign a role to the user, select the role in the drop-down list, then

click + button.
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The PERMISSIONS area shows the access rights resulting from the roles
that have been assigned.
Element Description

 Back Closes the page and brings you back to the general user
information page.

ROLES Removes role from user.

Opens a drop-down list for selecting a role to be
assigned to the user.

+ Assigns the selected role to the user.
PERMISSIONS RESOURCE Shows the resource for which permissions exist.

PERMISSIONS Shows the function for which permissions exist.
SECURITY
LEVEL

Shows the organization level for which the
function is permitted.
all Function is permitted for resources

belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch Function is permitted for resources

belonging the user’s own organization
and all subordinate organization
(“child” organizations).

org Function is permitted only for
resources belonging to the user’s own
organization.

public Applicable only for Containers: 
Function is permitted only for public
containers.

Table 42: Elements on Manage Role page
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6.5 Manage roles

6.5.1 Overview
A role defines the access rights to the various resources and features of the
netFIELD Portal for your organization. You can define any number of roles. 
A role can be assigned to any number of users, and multiple roles can be
assigned to each user.

Note:
The admin (administrator) role has universal access rights and
cannot be changed or deleted.

Ø To manage the roles for your organization, select the Roles node below
your organization in the Organisation Explorer.

Ê The Role Manager opens, in which you can add a new role, or select
existing roles for editing or displaying their associated permissions.

Figure 75: Role Manager

Element Description
+ Add Opens a mask for defining a new role.
NAME Name of role.
ACTION Opens a page that shows the permissions associated with

the role.
Opens a mask for editing the role.

Deletes the role.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 43: Elements in Role Manager
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Ø To display the permissions that are associated with the role, click on a

role in the list or click  button.
Ø To define a new role, click + Add button.
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6.5.2 Create/edit role
Ø To create a new role, click + Add button on the Role Manager page.

Ø To edit an existing role, click  Update button.
Ê The mask for creating/editing a role opens:

Figure 76: Create New Role mask

The page lists all resources and functions of the netFIELD Portal for which
permissions can be granted. By default, no permissions are granted yet (for
all functions, the Security Level was set to no).

Element Description
Role Name Enter here a name for the role (mandatory).

Note: This field is only displayed when you create a new role. If you
have opened an existing role for editing with the Update button, this
field is not displayed because the name cannot be changed
retroactively.

Save Saves the data and closes the mask.
Cancel Closes the mask without saving the data.

Table 44: Elements in role mask

Ø In the SECURITY LEVEL column, choose which of the functions listed
in the PERMISSIONS column you want to allow for the role. Depending
on the resource, you can set the extent to which this permission is to
apply; for example, only for resources of your own organizational level.
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Permissions for the “roles” resource

The “roles” resource comprises the access rights management of the
Organization Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewRoles View roles no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for roles belonging to all
organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for roles belonging
to the user’s own organization and all subordinate
organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for roles belonging
to the user’s own organization.

createRoles Create roles
updateRoles Update roles
deleteRoles Delete roles
addUserRoles Add role to a user
viewUserRoles View role of a user
deleteUserRoles Delete role of a user

Table 45: Permissions for “roles” resource

Permissions for the “usersAndOrganisations” resource

The “usersAndOrganisations” resource comprises users and organizations
in the Organization Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewUsers View users no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for users and
organizations belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for users and
organizations belonging to the user’s own
organization and all subordinate organization
(“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for users and
organizations belonging to the user’s own
organization.

createUsers Create users
updateUsers Update users
deleteUsers Delete users
viewOrganisations View organizations
createOrganisations Create organizations
updateOrganisations Update organizations
deleteOrganisations Delete organizations

Table 46: Permissions for “usersAndOrganisations” resource
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Permissions for “devices” resource

The “devices” resource comprises devices and their management in the
Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewDeviceDetails View device details no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for devices belonging to
all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for devices
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for devices
belonging to the user’s own organization.

createDevices Create device
updateDevices Update device
deleteDevices Delete device
onboardedDevices Onboard device in Portal
offboardedDevices Offboard device in Portal
invokeMethod Use “Direct Method” for installed

container
viewDeviceNotifications View device notifications
createDeviceNotifications Create device notifications
deleteDeviceNotifications Delete device notifications
remoteDevices Use “Remote Control”
createRoutes Create routes
updateRoutes Update routes
deleteRoutes Delete routes
viewRoutes View routes
installContainers Deploy containers

Table 47: Permissions for “devices” resource

Permissions for “keys” resource

The “keys” resource comprises API Keys in the API Key Manager.
PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createKeys Create API Keys no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for keys belonging to all
organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for keys belonging to
the user’s own organization and all subordinate
organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for keys belonging
to the user’s own organization.

getKeys View/list API Keys
deleteKeys Delete API Keys
updateKeys Update API Keys

Table 48: Permissions for “keys” resource

Permissions for “tenants” resource

The “tenants” resource comprises the administration of tenants (base
organizations) in the Tenant Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createTenants Create tenant no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for all organization levels.viewTenants View tenant
updateTenants Update tenant
deleteTenants Delete tenant

Table 49: Permissions for “tenants” resource
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Permissions for “edgeos” resource

The “edgeos” resource comprises the administration of Edge OS (operating
systems) in the Edge OS Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createEdgeos Create Edge OS no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for Edge OS belonging to
all organization levels.

updateEdgeos Update Edge OS
viewEdgeos View Edge OS
deleteEdgeos Delete Edge OS

Table 50: Permissions for “edgeos” resource

Permissions for “webhooks” resource

The “webhooks” resource comprises the administration of webhooks in the
Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createWebhooks Create webhooks no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for webhooks belonging
to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for webhooks
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for webhooks
belonging to the user’s own organization.

updateWebhooks Update webhooks
viewWebhooks View webhooks
deleteWebhooks Delete webhooks

Table 51: Permissions for “webhooks” resource

Permissions for “groups” resource

The “groups” resource comprises device grouping in the Device Manager.
PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createGroups Create device groups no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for device groups
belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for device groups
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for device groups
belonging to the user’s own organization.

updateGroups Update device groups
deleteGroups Delete device groups

Table 52: Permissions for “groups” resource
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Permissions for “containers” resource

The “containers” resource comprises software containers in the Container
Manager and in the Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewContainers View containers no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for containers belonging
to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for containers
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for containers and
routes belonging to the user’s own organization.
public: Function is permitted only for public
containers (container is visible in the instance).

createContainers Create containers
updateContainers Update containers
deleteContainers Delete containers

Table 53: Permissions for “containers” resource

For information on how to assign roles to a user, see section Assign user
roles [} page 105].
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6.5.3 Show permissions of a role
Ø To display the permissions (access rights) that belong to a certain role,

click on the role in the list on the Role Manager page or click 
button.

Ê A page showing the role’s details opens:

Figure 77: Role details

Element Description

 Update
Opens a mask for editing the permissions belonging to the role.

 Delete Deletes the role.

RESOURCE Shows the resources, for which permissions exist.
PERMISSIONS Shows the function, for which permissions exist.
SECURITY LEVEL Shows the organization level for which the function is permitted.

all Function is permitted for resources belonging to all
organization levels.

org+ch Function is permitted for resources belonging to the user’s
own organization and all subordinate organization (“child”
organizations).

own Function is permitted only for resources that have been
created by the user himself.

public Applicable only for containers: 
Function is permitted only for public containers. (Container
is visible in the instance)

Table 54: Elements on role page

For more information on permissions, see section Create/edit
role [} page 109].
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7 API Key Manager

7.1 Brief description
API keys enable and regulate the access of customer applications to the
functions and services of the Hilscher netFIELD Platform. The web services
of the platform can be accessed under api.netFIELD.io.
With the API Key Manager, you can create and edit API keys for your
organization and display the number of "requests" made for a key.

A request is a call to an API method/resource/function by the customer
application using a key. Depending on the business or billing model, the
number of allowed requests can be limited or unlimited for a key.

However, you cannot define a quota of allowed "requests" per API key for
your organization in the API Key Manager itself; such a quota of requests
must be assigned by a higher instance in the Tenant Manager in the
Monthly limit of requests per API key parameter (see section Change
limits [} page 135]). 
Similarly, the number of keys you can create in the API Key Manager
depends on how many keys for your organization have been approved in
the Keys limit parameter of the Tenant Manager.

Note:
Your access rights to the API Key Manager and its functions
depend on the “roles” and permissions that have been assigned to
you. This means that some of the buttons or functions described in
this chapter might not be visible for you. 
If you are the system administrator of your organization or if the
“admin” role has been assigned to you, you will automatically have
unlimited access to all resources and functions of the API Key
Manager that relate to your organization.
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7.2 Start page
The start page Manage your API Keys shows a list of your API keys. 
Here you can create new API keys and select individual keys for editing or
displaying their details.

The start page opens after selecting the API Key Manager tile on the home
page of the netFIELD Portal.

Figure 78: API Key Manager start page

Element Description
+ Add Opens a mask for creating a new key.
NAME Name of the key.
OWNER Name of the user who created the key (informative).
CATEGORY Purpose of key (informative).

server-side To be used in back-end.
client-side To be used in front-end.

LAST
UPDATED AT

Date and time of the last change made to the key.

ACTION View API key – Opens a page showing details and
activities of the key.
Update API key – Opens a mask for changing parameters
and permissions of the key.
Delete API key – Deletes the key.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 55: Elements on the API Key Manager start page

Ø To display details of a key, select the corresponding entry in the list or

click the  button.
Ø To create a new key, click + Add button.
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7.3 Create/edit API key
Ø To create a new API key, click + Add button on the API Key Manager

start page.

Ø To edit an existing API key, click  Update button.
Ê The mask for adding/editing an API key opens:

Figure 79: Create new API Key

Element Description
Name Enter here a name for the API key (mandatory).
Organisation Name of the organization to which the key is to belong. When you

create a new key, this field is filled with the organization to which you
belong as a user. You can also select another organization in this
field if you have the appropriate rights.

Category In the drop-down list, select whether it is a Server-side (to be used
in the back-end) or a Client-side (to be used in a front-end) API key.

Save Creates the new key, respectively saves the changes and closes the
mask.

Cancel Closes the mask without saving.
Table 56: Elements in API Key editor

The page lists all resources and functions of the netFIELD Portal for which
permissions can be granted. By default, no permissions are granted yet (for
all functions, the Security Level is set to no).
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Ø In the SECURITY LEVEL column, choose which of the functions listed
in the PERMISSIONS column shall be allowed for the key. Depending
on the resource, you can set the extent to which this permission is to
apply; for example, only for resources of your own organizational level.

Permissions for the “roles” resource

The “roles” resource comprises the access rights management of the
Organization Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewRoles View roles no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for roles belonging to all
organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for roles belonging
to the user’s own organization and all subordinate
organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for roles belonging
to the user’s own organization.

createRoles Create roles
updateRoles Update roles
deleteRoles Delete roles
addUserRoles Add role to a user
viewUserRoles View role of a user
deleteUserRoles Delete role of a user

Table 57: Permissions for “roles” resource

Permissions for the “usersAndOrganisations” resource

The “usersAndOrganisations” resource comprises users and organizations
in the Organization Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewUsers View users no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for users and
organizations belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for users and
organizations belonging to the user’s own
organization and all subordinate organization
(“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for users and
organizations belonging to the user’s own
organization.

createUsers Create users
updateUsers Update users
deleteUsers Delete users
viewOrganisations View organizations
createOrganisations Create organizations
updateOrganisations Update organizations
deleteOrganisations Delete organizations

Table 58: Permissions for “usersAndOrganisations” resource
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Permissions for “devices” resource

The “devices” resource comprises devices and their management in the
Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewDeviceDetails View device details no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for devices belonging to
all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for devices
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for devices
belonging to the user’s own organization.

createDevices Create device
updateDevices Update device
deleteDevices Delete device
onboardedDevices Onboard device in Portal
offboardedDevices Offboard device in Portal
invokeMethod Use “Direct Method” for installed

container
viewDeviceNotifications View device notifications
createDeviceNotifications Create device notifications
deleteDeviceNotifications Delete device notifications
remoteDevices Use “Remote Control”
createRoutes Create routes
updateRoutes Update routes
deleteRoutes Delete routes
viewRoutes View routes
installContainers Deploy containers

Table 59: Permissions for “devices” resource

Permissions for “keys” resource

The “keys” resource comprises API Keys in the API Key Manager.
PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createKeys Create API Keys no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for keys belonging to all
organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for keys belonging to
the user’s own organization and all subordinate
organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for keys belonging
to the user’s own organization.

getKeys View/list API Keys
deleteKeys Delete API Keys
updateKeys Update API Keys

Table 60: Permissions for “keys” resource
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Permissions for “tenants” resource

The “tenants” resource comprises the administration of tenants (base
organizations) in the Tenant Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createTenants Create tenant no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for all organization levels.viewTenants View tenant
updateTenants Update tenant
deleteTenants Delete tenant

Table 61: Permissions for “tenants” resource

Permissions for “edgeos” resource

The “edgeos” resource comprises the administration of Edge OS (operating
systems) in the Edge OS Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createEdgeos Create Edge OS no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for Edge OS belonging to
all organization levels.

updateEdgeos Update Edge OS
viewEdgeos View Edge OS
deleteEdgeos Delete Edge OS

Table 62: Permissions for “edgeos” resource

Permissions for “webhooks” resource

The “webhooks” resource comprises the administration of webhooks in the
Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createWebhooks Create webhooks no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for webhooks belonging
to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for webhooks
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for webhooks
belonging to the user’s own organization.

updateWebhooks Update webhooks
viewWebhooks View webhooks
deleteWebhooks Delete webhooks

Table 63: Permissions for “webhooks” resource

Permissions for “groups” resource

The “groups” resource comprises device grouping in the Device Manager.
PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
createGroups Create device groups no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for device groups
belonging to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for device groups
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for device groups
belonging to the user’s own organization.

updateGroups Update device groups
deleteGroups Delete device groups

Table 64: Permissions for “groups” resource
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Permissions for “containers” resource

The “containers” resource comprises software containers in the Container
Manager and in the Device Manager.

PERMISSIONS Function SECURITY LEVEL
viewContainers View containers no: No permission to use function.

all: Function is permitted for containers belonging
to all organization levels.
org+ch: Function is permitted for containers
belonging to the user’s own organization and all
subordinate organization (“child” organizations).
org: Function is permitted only for containers and
routes belonging to the user’s own organization.
public: Function is permitted only for public
containers (container is visible in the instance).

createContainers Create containers
updateContainers Update containers
deleteContainers Delete containers

Table 65: Permissions for “containers” resource
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7.4 Copy API key and show key’s permissions and usage
statistics

Ø To copy the API key or to show its details (usage statistics and
permissions of the key), click on a key in the list on the start page or

select  button.
Ê The General tab opens:

Figure 80: API Key Details

Element Description

 Update
Opens a mask, in which you can edit name, category and
permissions of the API key.

 Delete Deletes the API key.

Key Shows the string of the API key which is used for authentication
when accessing the API function(s) of the Hilscher netFIELD
Platform.
This string must be securely stored in the back-end of the
customer application and must be passed as an "access
token" ("Authorization Header Parameter") to the
authorization parameter of the api.netfield.io interface
each time a request is made.

Use the  button to copy the string to your clipboard.
Created at Shows date and time of creation of the API key.
Owner Name of the user who created the key.
Used requests count Number of "used" requests so far.

Note: A request is a call to an API method/resource/function by
the customer application using the key. The maximum number of
permitted requests per API key for an organization is configured in
the Tenant Manager.

Updated at Date and time of the last change made to the key, respectively its
creation.
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Element Description
Show data for last Select the period for which you want the requests to be displayed

in the Request Usage diagram.
Request Usage The diagram shows the number of requests (y-axis) that took

place in a certain period (x-axis). You can select the observation
period with one of the buttons under Show data for last.

Average Requests/
Month

Average number of requests made per month.

Average Requests/
Day

Average number of requests made per day.

Latest Request
Activity

Select the number of latest requests to be displayed in the log.
The log shows when and which function and which resource was
accessed by the key.

Table 66: Elements on API Key details page

Permissions

The Permissions tab shows the access right that are linked to the API key
Element Description
RESOURCE Shows the resources, for which permissions exist.
PERMISSIONS Shows the permitted function.
SECURITY LEVEL Shows the organization level for which the function is permitted.

all Function is permitted for resources belonging to all
organization levels.

org+ch Function is permitted for resources of the same
organization and of all subordinate organization (“child”
organizations).

org Function is permitted for resources of the same
organization.

public Function is permitted only for public containers (container
is visible in the instance).

Table 67: Elements in Permissions tab of API Key Manager
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8 Edge OS Manager

8.1 Brief description
With the Edge OS Manager, you can manage operating system versions
for different Edge Device models and upload operating system images from
your local PC to the netFIELD Portal.
These images can then be used for updating your device’s operating
systems from the cloud.

Note:
Access to the Edge OS Manager and its functions depend on your
access rights. 
This means that some of the buttons or functions described in this
chapter might not be visible for you.

Note that the act of installing a new operating system on an Edge Device
cannot be initiated here in the Edge OS Manager. Updates can be started
in the Device Manager and require the deployment of the netFIELD Proxy
container on the device.

For information on how to update the netFIELD OS on your device
from the cloud, see the documentation of the netFIELD Proxy
container.

Note:
As an alternative, you can also perform a netFIELD OS update
locally on your device by using the “Operating System Update”
function of the device’s local Device Manager. For information on
this, see the user manual of your Edge Device.
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8.2 Start page
The start page shows a list of the available gateway models.
Here you can select a gateway model and open a list of operating system
versions available for the model. 
You can also use the + Add button to open a dialog box for registering and
uploading a new image.
The start page opens automatically when you select the Edge OS tile in the
netFIELD Portal.

Figure 81: Edge OS Manager start page

Element Description
+ Add Opens a page for registering a new operating system version and

uploading the corresponding image.
DEVICE MODEL Edge Device Model
ACTION Opens a list of operating system versions that are available

for the device model.
Table 68: Elements on Edge OS Manager start page
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8.3 Add and upload operating system image
Ø To add and upload a new operating system to the netFIELD Portal,

choose + Add button on the start page.
Ê The Add OS input mask opens:

Figure 82: Adding operating system

Element Description
GENERAL
INFORMATION

Name Name of the operating system (mandatory field)
Platform Drop-down list for selecting the gateway model to

which the operating system belongs (mandatory
field)

Version Version number of the operating system
Type Drop-down list for selecting the image type:

Update: The operating system already existing on
the gateway will only be updated by the image (bug-
fixes and perhaps adding of new functions). Old
configuration settings on the gateway will be
preserved.
Recovery: The operating system already existing on
the gateway will by fully replaced by the image,
thereby restoring the “factory settings” of the
gateway.

OS IMAGE
UPLOAD

Choose here the operating system image that you want to upload to
the netFIELD Portal.
You can select the image file by dragging and dropping it into the field,
or you can open the standard Windows file selection dialog by clicking
in the box.
Note: The file will not be uploaded until you have selected the Create
button.

Create Uploads the image to the Portal, saves the data and closes the input
mask.

Cancel Closes the input mask without saving the data.
Table 69: Elements on Add OS page
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8.4 Show available images for device
Ø To show a list of available images for a device model, click on a model

or select  button.
Ê A page showing a list of the images that are available for the device

model opens:

Figure 83: List of available images for gateway model

Element Description
+ Add Opens a page for registering a new operating system version and for

uploading the corresponding image.
NAME Name of the operating system image
VERSION Version number of the image
SIZE Size of the image file
CREATED AT Date and time of upload of the image
ACTION Downloads the image from the netFIELD Portal onto your

local PC.
Opens an input mask in which you can edit general
information about the operating system image. 
Note that it is not possible to overwrite an already existing
image file with a new file upload.
Deletes the operating system version (the GENERAL
INFORMATION about the file and the image file itself).

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
the next ten items.

Table 70: Elements on images list
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9 Tenant Manager

9.1 Brief description
With the Tenant Manager, you can create and manage tenants. A tenant is
a separate "base organizations" within your netFIELD Portal instance; e.g.
a major customer that shall be allowed to independently manage certain
quantities of "resources" (i.e. sub-organizations, user accounts, Edge
Devices/Gateways, API Keys and API Key Requests). 
To each tenant, you can assign quotas of resources, which he/she can use
or create freely within his/her base organization. 
Users assigned to a tenant can only access the resources of their own
base organization or - depending on individual access rights - its sub-
organizations.

Note that the Tenant Manager is an administration tool on a level above
the Organization Manager and is only available to customers who operate
the netFIELD Portal as their own instance.
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Figure 84: Tenants and organizations

When you create a tenant in the Tenant Manager, you must also define a
system administrator who has full access rights to all resources and
functions of the basic organization. This administrator is always authorized
to create new sub-organizations and to create new users, define their
access rights and “unlock” them.

All users, no matter to which tenant they belong, can log in under the
“standard” URL of the login page of the netFIELD Portal instance (e.g. at
Hilscher netFIELD Portal). They will then be automatically directed (by
means of their username/email address) to their respective tenant’s
interface.
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9.2 Start page
The start page shows a list of your tenants (base organizations). Here you
can create a new tenant or select an existing tenant for editing.

The start page opens automatically after selecting the Tenants tile in the
netFIELD Portal.

Figure 85: Tenant Manager start page

Element Description
+ Add Opens a mask for creating a new tenant.
Name Name of the tenant. This is the name that is displayed as base

organization (i.e. as root element in the Organization Explorer) in the
Organization Manager of the tenant.

Administrator Name of the system administrator of the tenant.
ACTION Opens a page with further details about the tenant, e.g.

resources limits.
Opens a mask for editing the resources limits.

Deletes the tenant.

If the list contains more than ten entries, you can scroll here to display
further entries.

Table 71: Elements on Tenant Manager start page

Ø To display details of a tenant, select the corresponding entry in the list

or click the  button.
Ø To create a new tenant, select + Add button.
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9.3 Create tenant
Ø To create a new tenant, select + Add button on the start page.
Ê The Add Tenant input mask opens:

Figure 86: Create new tenant
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Parameter Description
ORGANISATION
INFORMATION

Organisation Name Name of the tenant (mandatory field)
Phone Number Phone number of tenant (mandatory field)
ZIP Code ZIP code of tenant (mandatory field)
Street Street of tenant (mandatory field)
Housenumber House number of tenant (mandatory field)
City City of tenant (mandatory field)
Address
Supplement

Address supplement

Country Drop-down list for selecting country of tenant
(mandatory field)

Notes Additional information as free text
Child organizations
limit

Specify here the maximum number of sub-
organizations allowed for the tenant.
The value determines how many sub-
organizations can be created in the Organization
Manager of the Tenant.

Unlimited child
organizations

Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of sub-organizations.

Users limit Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted users for the tenant (including sub-
organizations).

Unlimited users Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of users.

Device limits Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted devices for the tenant (including sub-
organizations).

Unlimited Devices Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of devices.

Keys limit Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted API keys for the tenant (including sub-
organizations).

Unlimited keys Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of API keys.

Monthly limit of
requests per API
key

Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted requests that an API key can send per
month. The limit set here applies to all API keys
created for the tenant.

Unlimited monthly
requests

Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of requests per API key.
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Parameter Description
ADMINISTRATOR
INFORMATION

First Name First name of administrator (mandatory field)
Last Name Surname of administrator (mandatory field)
Mobile Phone Mobile phone number of administrator

(mandatory field)
Telephone Landline number of administrator (mandatory

field)
E-Mail E-mail address (mandatory field) and also user

name of the administrator for login.
The netFIELD Portal sends a reset code to this
address, with which the administrator can set his
password. In addition, the Portal sends
notifications to the administrator's address (e.g.
after each verification of a new user or if the
tenant has been blocked).

Job Title Job title of administrator (mandatory field)
Department Department of administrator (mandatory field)
ZIP Code ZIP code of administrator (mandatory field)
Street Street of administrator (mandatory field)
Housenumber House number of administrator (mandatory field)
City City of administrator (mandatory field)
Address
Supplement

Address Supplement

Country Drop-down list for selecting country of
administrator (mandatory field)

Create Saves the new tenant and closes the input mask.
Cancel Closes the input mask without saving.

Table 72: Elements Create new tenant
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9.4 Display tenant information and lock/unlock tenant
Ø To display further information about a tenant or to lock or unlock him,

select the tenant on the start page or click  button.
Ê The page showing the tenant’s details opens:

Figure 87: Tenant Info

Element Description

 Update
Opens an input mask in which you can change the limits of the tenant
(permitted number of users, sub-organizations, gateways, etc.).

 Lock
Locks the tenant or the organization. Users who are assigned to the
tenant or organization can no longer login to the netFIELD Portal. 
The administrator is informed of the status change by email.

 Unlock "Unlocks" the tenant or the organization if it has been in "Locked" status.
In "Unlocked" (a.k.a. "Enabled") status, users assigned to the tenant or
organization can login again to the netFIELD Portal. 
The administrator is informed of the status change by email.

 Delete Deletes the tenant

Users Shows the maximum number of allowed users and their consumption.
Unlimited: There is no limit to the number of users.

Devices Shows the maximum number of allowed devices and their consumption.
Unlimited: There is no limit to the number of devices.

Organisations Shows the maximum number of allowed sub-organizations and their
consumption.
Unlimited: There is no limit to the number of sub-organizations.

API Keys Shows the maximum number of allowed API keys and their consumption.
Unlimited: There is no limit to the number of API keys.

Address
Information

Shows address data of the tenant.

Table 73: Elements on tenant info page
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9.5 Change limits
Ø To change the number of resources you want to allow for your tenant,

select Update or Edit button.
Ê The input mask for the tenant’s limits opens:

Figure 88: Editing limits of a tenant
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Parameter Description
Limits Users Here you can define the maximum number of

permitted users for the tenant (you may have to
uncheck the Unlimited users option first).

Unlimited users Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of users.

Organizations Here you can specify the maximum number of
sub-organizations allowed for the tenant. (You
may have to uncheck the Unlimited child
organizations option first). 
The value determines how many sub-
organizations can be created in the Organization
Manager of the Tenant.

Unlimited child
organizations

Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of sub-organizations.

Devices Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted devices for the tenant (you may have to
uncheck the Unlimited devices option first).

Unlimited devices Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of devices.

API keys Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted API keys for the tenant (you may have
to uncheck the Unlimited API keys option first).

Unlimited API keys Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of API keys.

Monthly limit of
requests per API key

Here you can define the maximum number of
permitted requests that an API key can send per
month (you may have to uncheck the Unlimited
monthly requests option first).

Unlimited monthly
requests

Select this option if you do not want to restrict the
number of requests per API key.

Usage Users Shows how many users have been created for
the tenant so far.

Organisations Shows how many sub-organizations have been
created for the tenant so far.

Devices Shows how many devices have been created for
the tenant so far.

API Keys Shows how many API keys have been created for
the tenant so far.

Save Saves the data and closes the input mask.
Cancel Closes the input mask without saving.

Table 74: Elements on Tenant’s limits page
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10 Legal notes
Copyright

© Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH

All rights reserved.

The images, photographs and texts in the accompanying materials (in the
form of a user's manual, operator's manual, Statement of Work document
and all other document types, support texts, documentation, etc.) are
protected by German and international copyright and by international trade
and protective provisions. Without the prior written consent, you do not
have permission to duplicate them either in full or in part using technical or
mechanical methods (print, photocopy or any other method), to edit them
using electronic systems or to transfer them. You are not permitted to make
changes to copyright notices, markings, trademarks or ownership
declarations. Illustrations are provided without taking the patent situation
into account. Any company names and product designations provided in
this document may be brands or trademarks by the corresponding owner
and may be protected under trademark, brand or patent law. Any form of
further use shall require the express consent from the relevant owner of the
rights.

Important notes

Utmost care was/is given in the preparation of the documentation at hand
consisting of a user's manual, operating manual and any other document
type and accompanying texts. However, errors cannot be ruled out.
Therefore, we cannot assume any guarantee or legal responsibility for
erroneous information or liability of any kind. You are hereby made aware
that descriptions found in the user's manual, the accompanying texts and
the documentation neither represent a guarantee nor any indication on
proper use as stipulated in the agreement or a promised attribute. It cannot
be ruled out that the user's manual, the accompanying texts and the
documentation do not completely match the described attributes, standards
or any other data for the delivered product. A warranty or guarantee with
respect to the correctness or accuracy of the information is not assumed.

We reserve the right to modify our products and the specifications for such
as well as the corresponding documentation in the form of a user's manual,
operating manual and/or any other document types and accompanying
texts at any time and without notice without being required to notify of said
modification. Changes shall be taken into account in future manuals and do
not represent an obligation of any kind, in particular there shall be no right
to have delivered documents revised. The manual delivered with the
product shall apply.

Under no circumstances shall Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation
mbH be liable for direct, indirect, ancillary or subsequent damage, or for
any loss of income, which may arise after use of the information contained
herein.
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Liability disclaimer

The hardware and/or software was created and tested by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH with utmost care and is made
available as is. No warranty can be assumed for the performance or
flawlessness of the hardware and/or software under all application
conditions and scenarios and the work results achieved by the user when
using the hardware and/or software. Liability for any damage that may have
occurred as a result of using the hardware and/or software or the
corresponding documents shall be limited to an event involving willful intent
or a grossly negligent violation of a fundamental contractual obligation.
However, the right to assert damages due to a violation of a fundamental
contractual obligation shall be limited to contract-typical foreseeable
damage.

It is hereby expressly agreed upon in particular that any use or utilization of
the hardware and/or software in connection with
· Flight control systems in aviation and aerospace;
· Nuclear fission processes in nuclear power plants;
· Medical devices used for life support and
· Vehicle control systems used in passenger transport

shall be excluded. Use of the hardware and/or software in any of the
following areas is strictly prohibited:
· For military purposes or in weaponry;
· For designing, engineering, maintaining or operating nuclear systems;
· In flight safety systems, aviation and flight telecommunications systems;
· In life-support systems;
· In systems in which any malfunction in the hardware and/or software

may result in physical injuries or fatalities.

You are hereby made aware that the hardware and/or software was not
created for use in hazardous environments, which require fail-safe control
mechanisms. Use of the hardware and/or software in this kind of
environment shall be at your own risk; any liability for damage or loss due
to impermissible use shall be excluded.
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Warranty

Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH hereby guarantees that
the software shall run without errors in accordance with the requirements
listed in the specifications and that there were no defects on the date of
acceptance. The warranty period shall be 12 months commencing as of the
date of acceptance or purchase (with express declaration or implied, by
customer's conclusive behavior, e.g. putting into operation permanently).

The warranty obligation for equipment (hardware) we produce is 36
months, calculated as of the date of delivery ex works. The aforementioned
provisions shall not apply if longer warranty periods are mandatory by law
pursuant to Section 438 (1.2) BGB, Section 479 (1) BGB and Section 634a
(1) BGB [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch; German Civil Code] If, despite of all
due care taken, the delivered product should have a defect, which already
existed at the time of the transfer of risk, it shall be at our discretion to
either repair the product or to deliver a replacement product, subject to
timely notification of defect.

The warranty obligation shall not apply if the notification of defect is not
asserted promptly, if the purchaser or third party has tampered with the
products, if the defect is the result of natural wear, was caused by
unfavorable operating conditions or is due to violations against our
operating regulations or against rules of good electrical engineering
practice, or if our request to return the defective object is not promptly
complied with.

Costs of support, maintenance, customization and product care

Please be advised that any subsequent improvement shall only be free of
charge if a defect is found. Any form of technical support, maintenance and
customization is not a warranty service, but instead shall be charged extra.

Additional guarantees

Although the hardware and software was developed and tested in-depth
with greatest care, Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH shall
not assume any guarantee for the suitability thereof for any purpose that
was not confirmed in writing. No guarantee can be granted whereby the
hardware and software satisfies your requirements, or the use of the
hardware and/or software is uninterruptable or the hardware and/or
software is fault-free.

It cannot be guaranteed that patents and/or ownership privileges have not
been infringed upon or violated or that the products are free from third-party
influence. No additional guarantees or promises shall be made as to
whether the product is market current, free from deficiency in title, or can be
integrated or is usable for specific purposes, unless such guarantees or
promises are required under existing law and cannot be restricted.
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Confidentiality

The customer hereby expressly acknowledges that this document contains
trade secrets, information protected by copyright and other patent and
ownership privileges as well as any related rights of Hilscher Gesellschaft
für Systemautomation mbH. The customer agrees to treat as confidential all
of the information made available to customer by Hilscher Gesellschaft für
Systemautomation mbH and rights, which were disclosed by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH and that were made accessible as
well as the terms and conditions of this agreement itself.

The parties hereby agree to one another that the information that each
party receives from the other party respectively is and shall remain the
intellectual property of said other party, unless provided for otherwise in a
contractual agreement.

The customer must not allow any third party to become knowledgeable of
this expertise and shall only provide knowledge thereof to authorized users
as appropriate and necessary. Companies associated with the customer
shall not be deemed third parties. The customer must obligate authorized
users to confidentiality. The customer should only use the confidential
information in connection with the performances specified in this
agreement.

The customer must not use this confidential information to his own
advantage or for his own purposes or rather to the advantage or for the
purpose of a third party, nor must it be used for commercial purposes and
this confidential information must only be used to the extent provided for in
this agreement or otherwise to the extent as expressly authorized by the
disclosing party in written form. The customer has the right, subject to the
obligation to confidentiality, to disclose the terms and conditions of this
agreement directly to his legal and financial consultants as would be
required for the customer's normal business operation.

Export provisions

The delivered product (including technical data) is subject to the legal
export and/or import laws as well as any associated regulations of various
countries, especially such laws applicable in Germany and in the United
States. The products / hardware / software must not be exported into such
countries for which export is prohibited under US American export control
laws and its supplementary provisions. You hereby agree to strictly follow
the regulations and to yourself be responsible for observing them. You are
hereby made aware that you may be required to obtain governmental
approval to export, reexport or import the product.
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